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Change is the only predictable variable in the development and support of
innovative programs. In order to facilitate change for the improvement and
refinement of innovative programs, it is important to consider key areas of
activity at critical times. One such area for consideration is the Handicapped
Children's Early Education-Program (HCEEP) outreach effort. Outreach has
been funded since the early 1970s, and a variety of materials, products, and
programs haw been developed over the years.

The HCEEP Outreach Directors' Conference was held at the Sheraton Hotel in
Reston, Virginia. September 10-1 2. 198() to discuss and plan future directions for
outreach_ The conference had five key objectives;

I. To examine the current status and future information needs of outreach.
2. To review outreach/dissemination models in terms of conceptual bases,

assu -tions, principles and procedures.
3. o provide technical assistance to project directors in selected areas.
4. To provide information to improve coordination among outreach projects

and ether critical target audiences,
5. To review, discuss and revise IV _. indicators cif impact for FY 1979 and FY

980 outreach project efforts.
This document includes information related to each of these objectives.

Hopefully, this information will be of assimance to a variety ofpersons interested
in outreach/dissemination efforts. The document is, divided into five major
sections and includes two appendices. The five major sections arc: I_ Overview
and Future Directions: II. Outreach Models; III. Technical Assistance; IV.
Coordination: and V. Revised Indicators of Impact for HCEEP Outreach
Activities. Appendix A contains a list of conference participants. Appendix B
provides a list of State Directors of Special Education. Preschool Incentive Grant
Directors/Coordinators, and HCEEP State implementation Grant
Directors /Coordinators.

William W. Swan
Washing_ ton, I), C.
1981
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William W. Swan
Acting chief Program Develop
Office of Special Education
U. S. Department of Education

lent Branch

Support for the Handicapped Children's Early Education Program ( HCEEP )
outreach projects was initiated in the early 1970s. There were then, and there
are now, two goals for all outreach activities:

First, outreach projects are expected to stimulate increased high quality
services to preschool handicapped children and their families and teachers. The

purpose of outreach is not only to conduct outreach activities; these activities

must result in target audiences providing increased high quality services.
Second, effective outreach models must he developed. Historically, this

goal has been a lower priority. Consequently, while projects hate made
systematic plans for implementing their efforts, most have not developed
written statements of their outreach models which, include conceptual bases, I.

assumptions. principles and procedures.
Over the years, outreach projects have had significant impact, in spite of the

very limited formal technical assistance available to them and the limited
information on dissemination/implementation of new services in education.
Individual outreach projects have made significant strides in stimulating
services, in coordinating withother agencies. in documenting impact, and in
developing outreach Coordination of efforts across outreach projects,
however, has generally br:en the exception rather than the rule.

In an attempt to achieve cros.s.project coordination, outreach activities and
results were analyzed in a joint professional meeting of outreach project
directors and Office of Special Education (OSE) staff at the 1977 Outreach
Project Directors' Conference. These analyses included examination of each
outreach project's objectives, activities and outputs. In addition, technical
assistance was provided to each project director-by evaluation consultants and
>;f other outreach project directors. Resulting from the conference was a'
proceedings document' including papers on three major topics. First, there was
an overview statement ofparameters relating to the first goal of outreach. This

,statement, 'based on -it marketing model, 'emphasized that the final goal of

ltiwan. W ( ). FICEF.P ni shingtcn. D. llionus Buffington and
Associ2tcs, Inc., 1978 ( ERIC Fl) 175 24; EC 120 259



outreach is to assist others in actually serving preschool handicapped children
and their families ( see Figure I ). Second, a descriptive statement of the six
outreach activity areas ( awareness. product development, distribution,
stimulating high quality programs. stimulating "'Luc in. oh mem, training and
other specific consultative assistance ) was developed with considerations for
mutual exclusiveness and exhaustiveness ( see Figure I ). Third, two outreach
models were described and references to the dissemination literature were
provided.

This joint prolu,sional effort helped he projects refine their programs to
more effectively meet their goals and objectives. While each outreach project
had as its focus the two major goals of outreach. each project was unique in its
demonstration model, target audiences and outreach activities. The differences
among projects allowed outreach and dissemination to he considered from a.
%-ariety of perspectives. The 19" conference provided an opportimity for both
outreach projects and OSE staff to share this type of infOrmation and to record it
in the fOrm of the proceedings document.

But the time has conic for additional refinement outreach efforts and
information sharing. There are three reasons for this decision. First. the HCEEP
has been funded tor eleven years and it is important to continue to demonstrate a
wise and effective use of the dollars invested in murct:01 efforts in order to
continue the positive impact of the program. Outreach projects must continue
to refine their efforts to maximize their effectiveness. This refinement occurs
not only by the development and use of written materials but also by discussions
With other outreach project directors and consultants in the field of
dissemination. Second, it is essential that OSE discretionary programs (e.g.,
HCEEP) coordinate with and support the implementation of P.L. 94 -1.12 (The
Education for MI Handicapped Children Act ). To achieve this goal, there must
he increased emphasis on and disseminatiOn of model components which have
particular relationships to the law. Third. both outreach projects and OSE staff
are responsible for communication with others concerning outreach efforts.
Outreach projects must share information on what has proven effective in their
endeavors. While some of this information has been shared previously, it is

important to do so in a more systematic manner. Increased communication and
coordination with State Education Agencies ( SEAN ) and other state-level
organizations, federal agencies and other relevant target audiences must be
included as integral parts of the continued refinement of HCEEP outreach.

Future Directions
There are four major areas in which outreach must grow: outreach models
outreach procedures, coordination and impact indicators.

Outreach Models
Some outreach projects arc using existing outreach or dissemination models
and sonic have developed their own models. In either case, however, additional
effort is needed to document the conceptual bases, assumptions, principles and
procedures of these models. In order to compete successfully for outreach
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funds, applicants must provide certain details on their outreach approaches.
such as ciiteria for selection of replication sites, overall strategies for providing
outreach assistance and expected results of outreach activities. Although this
minimal information is useful in conducting outreach activities, it is not
sufficient to implement a maximally effective outreach effort.

Outreach projects have been very successful in stimulating increased high
quality services to handicapped preschoolers and their families. This success is
due, in significant part, to the ongoing leadership provided by the project
directors_ It is important that the original demonstration project director has
often continued to operate the outreach project or has remained closely
affiliated with the project in its outreach phase. Also, one of the primary
components for HCEEP demonstration projects is a strong evaluation system.
These points, considered together, provide a continuity for outreach that is
based on a systematic progression from demonstration model development
through evaluation and dissemination.

It is apparent that these successful outreach endeavors are not the result of
chance occurrences but of careful planning_ It is also apparent that much of the
information on a particular model's conceptual bases, assumptions, principles
and procedures has been maintained within the project informally, by "word of
mouth," because of 4cri;6taff attrition. Project staff have been so involved in
providing and improving their outreach efforts that often they have not
recognized the need to share this type of information in a more formal manner
with others. Outreach projects have also had only limited information sharing
with each other through personal communication, the annual project directors'
meetings. a.:,:lother occasional meetings. Projects have not been encouraged to
document their outreach models as they were required to do for their
demonstration models. And, while the demonstration models have an accepted
and defined role in the development of programs for children, the development
of outreach models has been a relatively new endeavor Without such clearly
defined relationships. In'fact, while HCEEP and early childhood education for
the handicapped are considered to be relatively new areas ( since 1969 ), the
field of dissemination in education is even newer, based on such programs as
Title IV-C and National Dilfusion Network activities.

Although outreach has been a difficult area to pursue. the project directo'h
and their staffs have demonstrated extensive expertise in conducting their
programs. We must capitalize on this success. Outreach model development
needs to he documented in written form; such documentation will assume
increasing importance as outreach and dissemination efforts continue to be
refined. Carefully documented outreach models will not only increase the
impact of individual outreach efforts "in terms of "knowing where one is going"
but also will help communicate to others the effectiveness of the outreach
program.

Outreach Procedures
Integrally related to outreach models are_ outreach procedures. For instance,
when does one use a face-to-face presentation for awareness efforts and when is



\Tittct material cor a mediated presentation more effective? should a training -

strategy include both on-site visits to the original demonstration .ice by the
replication site staff and visits by ihe outreach staff to the replication site? These
apes of procedural questions relate to the cbriceptual bases and other areas of

outreach model development. They also relate to the projected impacta project
may have on a given site There are a variety of areas in whichadditiOnal
information about outreach procedures can and should he gathered,. including
specification of target selection criteria, training. development and distribution
of materials, and assessment of replication site fidelity to the demonstration
model.

Outreach project directors and their stalls arc valuable sources of information'
on outreach procedures. Upon reviewing outreach projects' experiences, it is

apparent that projects face many similar difficulties and have often experienced
similar successes. These experiences are generally not detailed in written form
because of the inch:ascd staff time needed to share such information with

others. But. unless this type of information is shared, at least orallwthe outreach
program as a whole will not benefit. It is important. then, to shake sure that
outreach projects have the opportunity to share information with each other in
specific procedura,1 areas and to discuss ideas tor new procedures, that will

enhance project effectiveness,
4

Coordination
A third area to be considered for future directiaiii is coordination. Mutual
presentations at conferences, the sharing of dissemination plans. and a schedule
of joint workshops and training programswhen and where appropriatecan
do much to further the efforts of those interested in early education for the
handicapped. Providing examples of coordinat ion among outreach projects may
positively influence the coordination of agencies at the state and local levels.

Geographical coordination. Based on an initial mapping of outreach
projects and their sites ( see maps. pages 6-9 ) it is apparent that several outreach
projects operate in the same geographic, areas with a variety of sites some
projects basing multiple sites in the same city ) without being aware of each
other or their respective sites. It is critically important for outreach projects to
coordinate their,efforts to provide for maximum stimulation oti services to
preschool handicapped children and their families in these areas. Ari\c xample of
this type of coordination would he joint presentation of topics to local

administrators in areas with more than one outreach program, thus aVoiding the
negative types of competition that may develop without such cOordinated

efforts.
ontacts with state directors. A coordination area of critical signTcance is

Outreach:'project contacts with the state directors of special education and their
staffs in the area of early childhood (see Appendix B for a list of these directors).
Outreach staff must be aware of a target state's plans for implementing\PL.
142 and a-state's goals in the area of early childhood education, and they must 4

help their sile(s),in that stare achieve those goals. lr is important tht each
outreach pri -.ct contact the state director(s)/consultant(s) in whose state(s)
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their project is operating. The states' responses m these types of contacts have
been very positive, and outreach projects should establish, continue and/or
expand such relationships with the state directors and staffs. For example, a
project director might visit a state director to discuss ways in which the outreach
project can he of assistance. This ripe of con tact can often he coordinated with a
visit to a replication site. Such discussions and offers of assistance will foster
strong linkages with the state not only for the outreach project but also for the
sites with which the outreach project is working. Many outreach projects are
already working very efi ectively with state directors and their staffs to increase
and strengthen efforts in the area of early educatitin for the handicapped. Such
effective contacts can also he made with other state-level agencies as
appropriate in given states.

Provision of outreach to states with limited services. Another significant
area of coordination is the provision of more outreach assistance to states that
presently receive only limited assistance. Several states fall into this category.
perhaps because they have not requested assistance. But this scarcity of services
may also be due to the fact that outreach projects have not targeted enough
resources to a given state. Not all states house outreach projectsonly 49
projects are funded in this fiscal yearso it is and will continue to he important
to distribute outreach assistance across the nation on an equitable basis.

Establishing agency linkages. Still another significant area of coordinat
for the future is establishing and maintaining links with agencies such' as the
National Association of State Directors of Special Education. Regional Resource
Centers, and the Center for Exceptional Children Clearinghouse for Early
Childhood, all of whom are working, at least in part, in the area Of early education
for the handicapped. There may he additional agencies providing avenues for
outreach dissemination that have not yet been considered as a part of a project's
coordination efforts.

Production of written materials. While the most' effective means of
coordination is always face-to-face contact. the development and/or
distribution of written materials to assist others in becoming aware of project
efforts is also critical. ibis is another outreach coordination area targeted for
Future growth.

In sum. based on eurrei. cal situations at all levels of government, it is and
will continue to he important to demonstrate that coordination efforts are being
undertaken in the most cost-effective manner, especially in the area of federal
discretionary programs. Critical examinations of programs to assure that the
dollars are being Wisely allocated for achieving intended impacts at the state and
local levels will surely increase in coming years.

Impact Indicators
One of the major results of the 1977 Outreach Project Directors' Conference
was the development of sample indicators of impact for each of the six outreach
activities These sample indicators of impact ( see Figure 2) were designed to
provide a potpourri of measures width could be used to document the results of
an outreach project's efforts. The information gathered from the sample

1.9
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indicators has been the basis of several federal reports on outreach Impacts,
including executive summaries of program impact prepared for OSE staff and
managers. These impact indicators have been of assistance to outreach projects
as well as to national program staff. is now seems appropriate to revise and
consolidate those indicatorS which seeni mQSt relevant and meaningful both to
individual outreach projects and to national program staff as they attempt to
document the impact of outreach nationwide.

There are several reasons for emphasizing the collection of reliable and valid
data through a set of updated impact indicators. First, collecting data that are
relevant to an individual outreach project's objectives can provide internal
evaluation of project efforts ( i.e., "Did we do what we said we would d?-).
Thus, it is important that indicators of impact be a logical result ofproject efforts.
It is also important to consider that outreach projects may use different sets of
indicators to demonstrate their impact. As noted earlier, while each project
focuses its efforts around the two major goals of outreach, each project does so
uniquely. Project directors have consistently reported that some indicators have
meaning for them and some do not.

Second. the provision of reliable and valid data can support communication
not only among outreach projects but also between outreach projects and other
groups. Assuming that the data from the impact indicators are reliable and valid,
these data can be aggregated across projects to provide an overall picture of the
impact of the UCEEP outreach program. This type of aggregate information is
critical to certain audiences (such as policyrnakers at the local, state and national
levels) and, due to dissemination constraints, often may be the only information
that can be shared with such groups.

The first year the indicators were used (1977-1978 ), a summary statement of
the impact of outreach was developed. This summary statement contained 40
pages of narrative and tabular information. Executive summaries of this draft
report were shared with selected OSE managers to document theimpact -of the
outreach program. As a result of the analyses for the 1977-1978 report, it was
determined that a minimum of 25.000 preschool handicapped children and
their families had received increased high quality direct services that year due to
the efforts of the 64 outreach projects operating at that time. These facts were
supplemented with additional data indicating that perhaps as many as five times
that number of children and families had received some improved services as a
result of materials distributed or general training sessions conducted by
outreach projects. While this indirect informatibn is very difficult to document,
it provides a very valuable perspective on the overall impact of our outreach
efforts.

Third, impact indicators must be reviewed periodically to achieve uniform
definition of terms across projects. It has been difficult when gathering impact
information to achieve uniform definitions. For example, how do we define a
"replication site"? The definition provided: -utilization of at least the services to-
children/services to parents component(s) -of the demonstration model- is
relatively precise. But it is still not clear enough; for instance, how do projects
report the existence of three classrooms within a given public school system? Do
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they consider the classrooms as three sites or as one site with three classrooms?
While the overall documentation of numbers of preschool handicapr Li

children and their families served would he consistent in either case, the current
definition is not clear on this point. A related problem cpncerns indicators that
have meaning for only a limited number of projects, such as "the initiation of a
CEC chapter,- Unless indicators are meaningftil to a significant number of
projects, they should not ire used for data,summaries. It has become apparent
that outreach projects use a "core" of the indicators to communicate with one
another and perhaps this is the set which should he considered in more depth-
- Fourth, reliable and valid indicators of impact can he used to produce more
detailed statements of the cost-benefits of outreach, thereby enhancing the
utilization of limited resources. Again, the basic unit for such benefits is the
handicapped preschooler and the family. It is important to derkinstrate that a
given activity has significant impact on this unit and, in fact, has more impact
than alternative activities. Such cost-benefit questions might include: How much
impact will result from a personal presentation versus a film, a tape. or printed
materials? What is the purpose of implementing a particular awarenesseffort?
How much money does a project spend on product development and
diXtribution efforts? Regarding stimulating new sites, how many face-to-face
contacts ( and for what duration ) are necessary to implement a given model? Do
any projects have sites pay for any patt of the assistance that they receive? What
are the most cost-effective means of examining training efforts?

Thus. there are very important reasons to provide the most reliable and most
valid indicators of impact that are available for outreach activities. When the
original set of impact indicators was developed in 1977, the strategy was to
implement those indicators, use them for a couple of years, and then consider
revisions that would improve the reliability and validity of the data both within
and across outreach projects. It is therefore critical at this time to revise the
indicators of impact by eliminati-ig some, reworking others and adding hew
ones.

Sum
Often outreach projects view themselves ati change agents. convincing others to
initiate new sen-ices to preschool handicapped children and tneir families and
teachers, Periodically, howeVer, it is important for each of us to consider
ourselves at the targets for changeimplementing innovative changes in our
own change-agent effohs. While it may he difficult to switch roles, even for a
short period of time, it is critical to our continuing improvement.

Much hasheen accomplished by the Handicapped Children's Early Education
Program during the past eleven years. And a significant number of thee
accomplishments have been achieved by projects with outreach support.
However, there is always a critical time for growth, and at this time growth needs
to occur in the refinement of the outreach effort in -four primary areas of

18



outreach: models, procedures, coordination and impact indicators. By .

examining our strengths and weaknesses and by developing improved ways to
achieve the outreach goals, the projects and the people who staff them can he

more effective in assisting others to meet the Reeds of handicapped
preschoolers and their families and in assisting those in the area ofdissemination

to move the field forward.
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FIGURE 2
-Overview of Outreach A- les and Sample IndIcatnlr of Impact

Awareness

Sample Activities

Advertising/prornotionai
truss mailings
journal articles
convention/con-ference presentati
university seminars
public media
newsletters
exhibits
materials dissemination

Demonstration

Conferences/workshopsdisc

Sample Indicators of Impact

Number of persons requesting additional
materials/information by phone/letter

Number of new CE(. Chapters established and number
of members) by location

Number of persons ,requesting site visits
visiting demonstration site

Number of contacts resulting in
gate involvement /coordination activities
training

velopment /D

Sample Activities

Materials revisions

Field testing

New materials development

Distribution of materials

Publications

Handbooks

Curriculum guides

Sample Indicators of Impact

Number of items reproduced by third parties and
distributed to others by such third parties

Number of items evaluated by other agencies / groups
and subsequently included in -approved- lists

Number of children receiving new/improved services
via use of selected materials items or components of
model

Number of items for which copyright has been
obtained and publisher prints and distributes item

Stimulating Sites

Sample Indicators of Impact

Changes in organization (personnel/responsibilities of
new staff) as a result of using model components

(lunges-in organizational procedures as a result of
using model components

Descriptive irtformation fur each site
continuation:deinonstration site)

tables IA. IB. ID (for continuation )
name of contact person. complete address of site

phone numbers
number of preschool handicapped children (and

their families) served by handicap by age:
amount and mturce(s) of fumin& number of
staff (and tIpe of staff) allocated ti, site for
particular use of model; number of classrooms.-

components utzliztyl teith/uithout
adaptation: child progress data based on of
Seirkes to children wmponent
number of second generation sites

Sample Act hid

Program pluming:
needs assessment
budget /funding sources
stair selection
physical facility
proposal writing

Staff training:
presenicc and inset-vice
in-depth and continuing

Evaluation and feedback

_
ilICEEP Ortfirach. I Read

nclude

1978.



FIGURE 2
(Continued)

Training

17

Sample Activities

Short-term workshop/training;
practicunnintemstdp experiences

Working with university training
programs (in cooperation with
university personnel)

S_

Sample indicators of Impact

Identification of university training programs which
incorporate part(s) of model into coursework.

number credit hours, course title and number
number students taking course
established practicum-internship sites

Number of handicapped children served by number of
persons reaching criterion training

Amount and source(s) funding provided by others to
support training experiences

Identification of urdversities granting degrees in early
childhood based on outreach efforts

Participant satisfaction; test =mice; pre/post
observation of performance; lesson plans; simulations

atent/Coordination

Sample Activities

Communications networks e.g., refer

Uniting sources together

lxgislation development assistance

Early childhood state plans

Consortia

Advisory board participation

Polity formulation

f

Sample Indicators of Impala

Early Childhood State Plan (development, draft, final
copy. implementation)

assist with state guidelines fur early childhood new or
revising licensure/certification standards for early
childhood positions

assist in developing or amending state legislation for
early childhood ( written, introduced. passed.
implemented)

New positions /structure for early childhood within SEA

SE.A-approved and fiscal support of early childhood
programs

additional or reallocated teacher/aide units
Part I) funding for early childhood training etfi
i's, C, Vi 11, funding from SEA o: other funding from other

agencies in cooperation with SEA

Establish or revise SEA funding priorities to focus on early
childhood

Referral network.+ /communication networks

New CEC chapters

handbook of early childhood (topics such as screenin
etc.) published and distributed by SFA

New programs stimulated (amount and sources) of
funding. number children served (see -Stimulating

'Sites-)

Coordinated plan for !WEEP Consortium
and avoid duplication of efforts

focu ffons
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FIGURE 2
(Continued)

Sample Activities

Support

Consultation in general

Outreach assistance in general

her Specific Consultative Assistance

Sample Indicators of Impact

Number of programs stimulated using other models
(see "Stimulating Sites")

Contracting for coasultative senices

Related projects funded (cg.. research)

New SEA position for early childhood

Increased efficiency in services (new schedules, travel
guidelines, increased number of children served)

More children receiving more accurate
screening/diagnostic procedures and subsequent
direct services

Greater interagency coordination

Changes in pupffstaff ratios

FYoposals written and funded

Cost-benefits considerations/analras
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While all outreach projects must_ ecify an ou
outreach projects have developed written' statements of fir dies in
terms of conceptual bases, assumptions, principles and procedures= ThiS section
contains four examples of models which meet these criteria. First. Tom Clark
describes the MCI-II outreach model which is composed of five major
components: dissemination and awareness, identification of adoption sites,
tralnipg, technical assistance, and evaluation. The sequence of activities and
relationships among the five components are specified. Next. Marian and Peter
lians-worth define the outreach model used with ERIN. Six tools are detailed
including an approach to "adoption ripple effects which consists of four phases:
basic. implementation, demonstration, and satellite. Then Patricia Hutinger
writ -s about the outreach model she uses worth her rural infant project. The
me includes basic assumption input, outreach processes, and impact/output.
A key provision of her model is the assumption that effective outreach activities
are bas--d on principle of social psycholoff, learning theory/instructional
strategies. organizational change and marketing strategies. And finally, Elisabeth
Schaefer and Bernard Banet provide a description of the outreach model for the
High /Scope project. This model is composed of four phases: information
dissemination, program planning and design, replication training and evaluation.
These chapters are -representative of efforts to achieve the second goal of
outreachto develop effective outreach models.

4



The SKI *1-1I Outreach
, Thomas C Clark, Project Director

Utah State Urziversi Logan, Utah
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When we started the outreach phase of our program six years ago, we really
did not know what "outreach" meant, must less what "outreach" did. We had
neither expertise nor experience in "dissemination." "replication,"
"awareness," and all the other outreach words. Since the Office of Special
Education (OSE) did not provide technical assistance to outreach sites, we
assumed that they believed in our ability to put together an outreach program
and snake it work, just as we, had put together a demonstration program and had
made it work.

Our service Model is a home intervention model for families of hearing-
impaired infants. We provide direct services through weekly home visits to both
urban and rural families. We also have a child identification component and a
supportive service component. We developed our service model over the three
years we serVed as a demonstration program with funding support from OSE
(then called Bureau of Education for the Handicapped ). We demonstrated our
program's validity to the state of Utah and it continues as a state service. We also
demonstrated the program's educational validity to the national Joint
Dissemination Review Panel ( JDRY) and were approved by JDRP as a national
model program that works.

Overview
his overview describes the operating principle, philosophy and basic

assumptions upon which the SKI-111 model is based. The SKI HI model is then
described in terms of the five components of outreach. The outreach process is
described in sequential steps which illustrate how an agency moves through the
replication proce4.s to become an adoption site.

rating Pr ciple
The operating principle of OSE outreach, and thus of SKI' HI outreach, is to
provide quality services to unscrved preschool-aged children and to improve
services to under-served children. Consequently, our outreach efforts each year
have focused on helping agencies reach handicapped children who are not
being served. We also help agencies that are providing minimal services as they
attempt to improve the quality and quantity of their services to children and
families. a
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Basic Philosophy
The basic philosophy of 4:Mil outreach is that personnel from

replication/adoption agencies must receive comprehensive training, assistance,

in organizing and implementing a program, necessary materials, on-site
technical assistance, and monitoring in order to adequately adopt a new
program.

Basic Assumptions
Using the above philosophy as our foundation, we formulated some basic

assumptions to guide 1.1:` in the development anti operation of the
outreach model:

about neu,enciespeople hitt agenciesare the vehicles 172

programs or changes. Individuals acting independently are not potent change
agents. Outreach efforts, therefore, must be directed at agencies. People
receiving outreach training should represent an agency that is adopting the
program. All agency personnel who are involved in the adoption process must
participate in the training.

,-1genries must commit tx'sotirces to program ,lopment and
f[mrrilysert't'ces. Agencies that commit personnel and financial resources usually
develop quality programs.

Outreach staff must search fin' potential gencies and s
agencies that show the most promise and need. Many agencies are happy to have
outreach programs help them meet their inservice responsibilities, but fey.. are

prepared to commit their resources to implement a new program for preschool-
aged handicapped children. Outreach staff must conduct a planned and
systematic search for sites that arc ready and willing to commit resources to
program development.

,Come agencies must first he ntad e an minced of Me
necjd for sertices for preschool hatulicappedchildt Info make any

attempts to develop programs.
In order to ptynide quality the

understanding about what outreach staff will do and what
agency staff do. In addition, the curriculum and other program components
that will be replicated must he clearly specified.

Replication personnel must remit comprehensive trairtitiR that implat
the "spirit" as well as the "technology" of early childhood programs. Outreach
training must provide both pcdological and practicum experiences.
Participants should be required to demonstrate their ability to use the
curriculum.

By the end of training, replication staff should hate a clear plan for
developing and implementing the program at their site. To accomplish this, a
needs assessment should be conducted, and then a plan for implementing the
_model should be formulated,

To insure the fidelity of the adoption, outreach staff must make site tisits
and monitor the implementation of tbeprogrum. The site staff should evaluate
chid progress and should participate in the outreach evaluation plan.

6
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sOff must an rrrriyuc to Mei
model. Such materials must be developed and supplied to the replication site by
the outreach program,

The SKI *HI Jutreach Model
The MU' HI outreach model has five main components: ) Dissemination and
Aware ness; ( II ) Identification of Adoption Sites; ( Ill ) Training; ( IV ) Technical
Assistance; and (V) Evaluation. These components, along with their
subcomponents, are outlined in Figure I and discussed in the following sections,

I. Dissemination and Awareness Materials and Activities
Project SKI 111 'uses brochures, newsletters, media, state contacts and
conferences to provide information on our outreach model,

Awareness brochures. Project outreach has developed an initial
Phase I awareness brochure and will soon complete a Phase 11 awareness
brochure. The Phase 1 brochure is inexpensive but attractive, and is designed to
create more interest in our outreach model. The Phase II brochure contains a
comprehensive overview of the SFU HI service model and describes the
adoption process. We have also developed a systematic distribution system using
mailings, state facilitators and conferences.

Newsletter. Project SK1'1-11 publishes and distributes a quarterly newsletter
to a wide audience. This newsletter promotes awareness of our services and
activities.

Use of media. We have an active public awa -s program which consists of
radio spots and announcements,periodic news r articles, television news
items, and talk show appearances,

Contacts with state facilitators. We have Sent brochures to all state
facilitators, We also provide ( upon request ) a 17- minute video-tape that gives an
overview of our model. As a result of these contacts, several state facilitatorS have
helped us schedule and present one-day awareness conferences in their
geographical areas.

State facilitator conferences. Onte-hour presentations_ at state facilitator
conferences have not been very productive so far, Recently, however, we have
developed a selection system to help us participate in state facilitator awareness
meetings in more productive ways.

ij, Identification of Adoption Sites
Project S1U' HI responds to all agencies and people who indicate they want to
know more about our program by a letter anti a phone call, and the project
director also calls agencies serving our target population.

Locating potential adopters. In addition, we work with the state facilitator
o locate promising agencies. When an agency expresses interest in the adoption

process, we send them an application for an awareness conference and a copyof
our agency profiler.. Upon receipt of an agency's application, outreach staff meet
to consider the gite4s potential for implementing our program model. If we agree

7



that a site has good potential. we will conduct a one-day. on-site, in-depth
awareness conference for them.

Selection of adoptersadoption agreement. At the conclusion of the
awarenes.s conference. we question the agency about their desire to adopt the
SKr Ill. model. If they want to adopt. we ask them to write a letter requesting our
services and have them complete the first draft of an adoption agreement. The
adoption agreement is not a legal document; it is a declaration of intent. SKI
staff consider the agency for adoption and. if the agency is accepted as an
adoption site. the agreement is executed.

Training
Basic training for parent advisors is provided through a three-week summer
session at Utah State University or through a series of on-site workshops. The
summer session at Utah State l'niversity is conducted by SKl HI staff, university
faculty and personnel from the demonstration site and replication sites and
covers all components of the SKr Fit model.

In lieu of the three-week summer session, on -site basic training is provided to
individual agencies clustered in one geographic area. This allows us to work
with a cluster of five to ten agencies. During Year One. a series of three three-day
workshops is provided to train parent advisors in replicating the direct services
component of our model. During Year Two, the agencies have the option of
adopting the child identification; program management and supportive service
components of the model.

Administrative and supervisory training. SKIfil also provides training
for administrators and supervisors of adoption agencies. The administrative
training is conducted either at Utah State University oar on-site. The
administrators are instructed in home intervention techniques. personnel.
contracts. budgeting and other aspects of managing a home intervention
program. Supervisors are prmided with a comprehensive training package for
training new parent advisors. SKI 'HI sponsors a supervisory workshop every
other year in how to manage early childhoml programs for the hearing impaired.

[ri° ^ing for supportive personnel. SKI' HI arranges workshops, on-site
consultants, oar other technical assistance for audiologists.

,s .dogists. child development personnel and other professionals replicating
arent-infant programs.
Preservice training. SKI1-11 outreach is housed in the Department of
immunicative Disorders at Utah State t!niversiry and our outreach program is

used to help train students to become specialists in communicative disorders.
r' erviee training. The Sls:r III project provides inservice training to the

lemonstration model and adoption sites upon request and the agencies
use ,v pay the expenses for this training.

SKI Network workshop. We keep in close and friendly contact with a
group of agencies that we call the "SKI'llf Network.- These agencies do not get
direct outreach services. but the)' do attend a natiorrl meeting each year that we
have organized around topics of interest to all agencies concerning home
intervention for hearingimpaired infants and families.



W. Technical Assistance
Project sKi HI prmides technical assistance in three major areas of program
implementation: "next steps" alter training, on-site visits, and provision of
program materials.

Designing steps for implementation after training. Following the three-
week basic training, or between on-situ training sessions, Slirtil provides the
adoption site with a "next steps" process which the site ii)llows in organizing
and implementing the model.

Planning and carrying out technical assistance and making on -site
visits. SKr Ill staff travel to each adoption site and work with all athiption site
personnel in assessing the current status of the program. desired status, and
technical assistance needs associated with these plans, A comprehensive
planning and implementation document is developed.

Developing and distributing program materials. SKI HI provides each
site with the specialized materials associated with the SKI' HI curriculum. These
materials arc provided VlithOUI charge, These materials undergo continuous
review, revision and updating.

V. Evaluation
The W1111 approach to evaluation concentnutes con both process and impact
data.

Evaluating the outreach process. Process data are collected at each site can
an ongoing basis. These data are presented in an annual report which is
submitted to appropriate agencies (for example, OSE NDN ).

Evaluating child and parent progress. Each adoption site must use the
SKI 'HI-approved assessment instruments and participate in the SKI' HI
evaluation Process. Roth pre and post child and parent data are collected. Each
adoption site must submit both pre and post data to the SKI*HI national data
hank at the l!niversity of Virginia Evaluation and Research Center. Each adoption
site receives an annual report which contains individual child and parent
progress data. The report also contains information on the average progress for
children and parents in a particular program along with the, national average
progress. The programs can then compare their progress to the national average.

The Adoption Process
Another way of understanding the SKI HI outreach model is to follow an agency
through the adoption process, from awareness to institutionalization, Figure 2
illustrates the process that an agency goes through to become a replication site.
In the following discussion, we briefly outline each step in the adoption process
illustrated in Figure 2.

Primary Awareness
I, We send materials to interested sites on request.
2. We ask each state facilitator to distribute outreach awareness materials to
interested parties.
3. We contact potential agencies by telephone and also send them awareness
materials.
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4. We work closely with state facilitators. We attend state facilitator
awareness conferences if the appropriate target agencies are also attending.

Selection of Adoption Cam:Baines
5. Agency Q responds to our awareness efforts by requesting htrtiter
information.
6. Our project director contacts the agency and talks with the administrator.
7. If the agency shows interest and demonstrates potential for replication, a
profile form is sent to the agency. This form elicits Wilber information on the
agency's needs and potential for replication.
8. Agency Q completes the form. It is determined that they h
potential for program development.

Secondary Awareness
9. Project SKI'HI staff travel to Agency Q and conduct a one-day
dissemination/awareness conference.

Selection and Adoption Preparation
10. We determine that Agency Q has good potential.
11. Agency t writes a letter to request our service.
12. Agency Q and Project SKI' HI sign an adoption agreement.
13. Project SKI' HI assists Agency Q in preparing for training and recruitment
of personnel as appropriate.

Training
14, A three-week training session OR

is held at Project SKI*HI in Logan,
Utah. All components of the
SKI' HI model are adopted by site.

Adoption Insta

Two on -site training session';
( three-day workshops) on the
direct services to families
component are held in the fall.

llment and Implementation
15. "Next steps" process after
training is presented.
6. On-site technical assistance

visit occurs,
a. Planning for implementation

is completed.
h. Needs assessment is

conducted.
17. Technical assistance
agreement is developed.
18. Delivery of further training
and technical assistance occurs.

OR After the first two threeday
workshops. an on-site visit is made
to monitor the adoption.

A third workshop on the direct
services to families component is
held.

Monitoring Adoption Impact
19, Evaluate fidelity of adoption and child progress.

Institutionalization
20. At the end of Year One these OR At the end of Year One the agency
programs should have an should have implemented the

30



independently functioning home
intervention program for hearing
impaired children and their
families. The agency becomes a
member of the SKI111 Network
and participates in Network
activities.
21. Adoption sites that wish to
become demonstration sites will
he evaluated and, if they have a
valid replication, the program will
be validated as a SKI" HI
Demonstration Site.
22. Personnel from validated
demonstration sites can he
trained to become SKI"HI
trainers.
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direct servtics to families
component and thus have an
operating home visit program. If
they have the need and potential
they can request outreach
scnices to implement the child
identification and supportive
services components during Year
Two, At the end of Year Two, then,
the agency should have a
complete home intervention
program.



FIGURE I

The SKI *HI Outreach Model
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Early Rectagnition
Intervention Network
(ERIN):
An Outreach Model
Marian L. Hainsworth, Project Director
Peter K Ilainsworth, Evaluation/Dissemination
Specialist, Project ERIN, Dedham, Massachusetts

This paper presents six important tools that we feel are important in outreach
and then shows how we use them to help adoption sites implement the ERIN
model. This is prefaced by a brief description of our model. ERIN is a
competency-based training program for teachers, coordinators and parents in
the modification of environment and materials and in adult intervention to assist
young children with special needs in regular and special education settings. The
ERIN system is designed for children ages two through seven and their parents,
both in special preschool classroom/home programs serving children with
moderate to severe special needs, and in regular early childhood ( nursery, Head
Start, day care ) and primary ( K-1 ) programs serving mainstreamed mild to
moderate special needs children who are integrated with their peers.

ERIN staff have been working for several years to develop an outreach model
that can be applied to a wide range of handicapped children and that can he used
independently by school systems or agencies in any location with sufficient
fidelity and effect that the implementation can he tracked and child growth
documented. From this experience, we have identified six tools that must be
assembled in order to meet the above goal:

1. A general theory to guide development of all evaluation, curriculum
materials, training and communication.

2. Specification of program implementation levels and small, easily
accomplished steps ( modules ) to attain each level.

3. Flexible but clear-cut criteria and steps to facilitate a good working
relationship between developer and adopter.

4. Specific training procedures and materials keyed to the modules/elements
of the program, which allow maximum self-training and self-monitoring by the
teachers and adopting agency.

5. Procedures to facilitate an adoption "ripple effect in a geographic area.
6. Methods of formative and summative evaluation that can he employed

easily and simply by adoption agencies.
Each of these six tools is discussed in the following pages to illustrate how ERIN
hag, and still is attempting to assemble these tools to do outreach successfully.



I. A Theoretically Based Model
To understand children and their learning environment in order to effect a
better match, we use the f011owing theory:

INP

INTEGRATION

01 Tm. T

INPrl
INTEGRA I ION

OUTPt 'T

!NM

INTEGRATION

INFORMATION PROCESSING MULLS
VIM Al.- BODY

PEW:FPI-1 Al,- AWARENESS AND

MOTOR CONTROL
LANG( -AGE

Attention and Discrimination
Sequencing Skills

Memory and Association
Formulating Ideas

Motor Planning and Motor Control
Monitoring Results

PARTICIPATION SKILLS

SELF -ORGANIZATION SOCIAL SKILLS

Attention Awareness

)rganization : Interaction

Monitoring : Evaluation

ACADEMIC READINESS SKILLS

LAMA !AGE ARTS NIATIIEMATICS

Comprehension of Language Arts
and Math Symbols

)rtl Language Base : Math ncepts

Expression ("sing Language
and Math Symbols

This taxonomy provides the basic unity for ERIN, No evaluation, curriculum,
training, or program mato-lal is developed that is not consistent with the theory
(and hence all other materials). The basic theory has existed for more than a
decade, but is continually being expanded and refined,

2. Specification of Key Elements (Modules)
in Program Implementation

FRIN's step-by-step unit approach provides a systematic, 'non- threatening format
for learning. For each weekly unit, a teacher selects and 'implements



modifications to the existing classroom program based on ERIN's keys to
classroom observation. Each sequence of weekly units fits into the progression
of modules during the school year. but the order of units can he changed to meet
each system's needs.

Each module has complete, self-paced activities and resultant competencies.
Outreach sites _report their rate of completion to ERIN staff by filling out the
Module Feedback Sheet. Modules are organized to reflect increasingly complex
Program implementation Levels_ Each Program Implementation Level is not
only complete in itself, but is also a step toward a higher level of implementation.
The notion of Program Implementation Levels has three advantages:

It makes the ERIN program applicable to both mainstream and specialized
settings which serve children with a range of handicapping conditions,

It gives teachers manageable program chunks to learn and internalize
within a six- or twelve-month time span.

It gives sites War.; to grow in using the program,
ERIN is prepared to work with a total school system programfrom

mainstream preschool and primary classes to center-based special education
settings with intensive parent programs. ERIN can he undertaken by a school for
a half year or full year, and then extended for successive increments. However,
the system requires implementing all key elements/components of the ERIN
program found in the Program Implementation Levelonly the degree of
complexity varies.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of the theory and resources to module
development, using the Language Module as an illustration, The Language
Module is refined into a series of skill units ( for example, formulating language
ideas). Each skill is defined and screening and informal classroom observation
summarized for the teacher. Teaching ideas ( strategies and materials ) for
working with children in the skill area are also presented, These strategies and
materials are elaborated in each weekly unit so that the teacher may zero in on a

particular need each week- suggestions assume increasingly greater detail
as a teacher moves through the program, or as the degree of child handicap
dictates.

All of our ideas are illustrated in slide tapes or filmstrips or demonstrated
through model materials, and descriptions of how to make such materials or
adapt common activities are provided in the print materials. This concrete
specification of our model enables teachers to use our ideas immediately.

3. Clearcut Criteria for Adoption
Before any school or agency decides to adopt the ERIN outreach model, we
make sure that key coordinating personnel and teachers know exactly what will
be required and agree to participate and support the growth of ERIN.

The Agreement Letter
When a school or agency, with the support of its personnel, decides to adopt
ERIN. _art agreement form must be completed and signed by the appropriate
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official. The agreement letter outlines the collaboration bet een the school and
_ERIN and covers the following areas:

Cost-sharing and determination of ERIN materials to he used.
When, where ERIN training sessions will occur and how training support

will he organized.
What follow-up support assessments are to he provided.
What responsibilities ERIN stall and the local teachers and coordinators

will have.
As our model has become more widely disseminated, we have found it

necessary to rely less on direct contact with each teacher and to emphasize local
coordinator support. The support and training we provide for the local
coordinator and key teachers, plus the carefully programmed, step-by-step
curriculum and training materials, allow the local coordinator to adequately
support local teachers.

Checklist of Steps In Adopting ERIN
As we noted earlier, we believe flexible but clear- _tit steps are needed to
establish a productive working relationship between the developer and adopter.

The following checklist outlines the specific steps we have identified to help a
site adv. our program:

School/agency- attends an ERIN awareness/training conference and/or
reviews ERIN information.

A cote,-dinato signated by the local agencies to organize and support
the local ERIN pro,__.

A select group of mainstream and/or special education teachers reviews
the Curriculum Sampler and agrees to implement ERIN.

School/agency official signs the agreement letter and pledges agency
support.

Local coordinator and key teachers) attend the leadership training
institute at ERIN House in Massachusetts ( three to five days or we provide local
training if there is a large regional group.

The local coordinator conducts a two -day workshop for participating
teachers to start the year off

Each teacher uses an ERIN notebook of weekly units make modifications
in either the regular or special classroom to assist the handicapped child, and
sends in a monthly Feedback Sheet to ERIN, checking off that month's
accomplishments.

The local coordinator reviews ERIN training materials with participants
before each set of units is undertaken and provides additional support for
teachers through regular classroom consultations.

When initial units aie completed, HUN staff visit the local rite to provide
feedback and training forithe next series of units.

Simple ERIN checklists and /or tests are administered to target children
before and after he program to measure their growth and the impact of the
ERIN program. \

The local coordinator, assisted by ERIN staff, prepares a year-end summary
report.



4. Specific Traini g ed
and Materials

As noted earlier, a leadership training institute r locarNoordinato s and key
teachers is conducted at ERIN House in Niawdlusetts or regionAly. This th
to Iive-day workshop is designed for the school c.)17 agency'genc/y personnel who will
coordinate the ERIN program locally and will provide training and
supervision for teachers, By the end of the institute, the core leadership staff will
have an overview of the whole ERIN sYstern and will have the materials and skills
needed to conduct initial onsite training of their teachers. The major
responsibility for on-site teacher training and suDervision belongs to the local
coordinator, who is trained by us to Conduct 3 "so- to four -day workshop for
program teachers that covers the first two months of the classroom program.
The local coordinator also consults with teathers (In a regular basis and provides
in-classroom support for participating teacher's'

ff,
The basic pattern of on-site training and tshutp;er`aision can be revised to include

more direct involvement of ERIN ita re large numbers of teachers
involved or if severely handicapped chi "Oren are being served. The extra Costs ofd
thi=s training can be covered by the sch pol/agenc'Y or with other state and local
assistance.

Since the primary responsibility` for trainin in the ERIN progrm is how the
local coordinator's rather than E-RIN's the q lit). of our support materials is
critical to program success. Training 'Ads moat Promote self-sufficiency'while
retaining the integrity of the Model, Theref°I.c, in designing the support
structure. we established the following; critc

Training aids must be iisattle enough to provide for self-study by
individual teachers or to be used as Part of really' led group training.

Training aids must he consistent and keyd 4) the implementation steps of
the ERIN program.

Training aids must he ropeidingsimple attractive, ponable.
Training aids must he reietwitt and incl do immediately irnplementable

suggestions.
Three types of ERIN materials meet the aboi'v criteria and complement each

other for training and classroom aPPliCation.
Print self -study modules. Each approach strategy is presented in

brnyesnimtalitiliC7ristiggestions

with cartoon -tyke
and re

manageable steps and is buttressed
illustrations. Simple program docu reporting to ERIN is

accomplished through the correlated Module feedback Sheets.
Audio-visual training materiab- SlidetaPes, transparency masters, and

illustrative charts parallel the print material arid can be used to introduce or
review the modules. Teachers are able tp see the Program being implemented in
the classrooms of other ERIN teachers,

Demonstration training note Attractivc classroom Materials which
illustrate each teaching technique anri strategY are designed as models for
teachers to copy or modify. Coordinators have ht- c opportunity to begin to make
a sample set of materials for local LISC while at the leadership training institute.



Supportive illustrations and piasters arc provided to help teach - their

own materials
2 provides a list of r presentative ERIN training aids

5. Adoption "Ripple" Effect
The ERIN approach involves selecting strong outreach sites that have the
potential for miming into extended outreach ( Satellite Site Phase ) within their
wow: -hical region. While not every site will he able to become a center around
which, other new ERIN sites can group or coalesce. experience with our
demonstration centers indicates that many :,:an and will. The ERIN outreach
approach is thus geared toward moving outreach sites through the following

phases:
Basic Phase A small number of teachers are participating in the

Basic Phase ( 16-20 units along with a local coordinator who, with support
from ERIN field staff, is providing on-site workshops for local teachers.

implententation Plxise pr SiteAn increasing number of teachers are
participating in Outreach, with some in the Implementation Phase (a further to-

20 units ). The local coordinator is organizing the whole program, including
monitoring. with only peripheral support from ERIN staff

Deinonstration Maw fir siteA core of teachers has completed the
ImpNientatigin Phase competently. They can demonstrate the program to
visitors. The local coordinator trains new staff and disseminates the program in

that geographic area.
Satellite SiteSite is designated as an official Satellite Sire by ERIN with

designated Turnkey Trainer( s ). Teachers are involved in all phases, but sonic at
the Demonstration Phase are able to demonstrate the program. The, local

ctxirdinator or key teachers serve as official Turnkey Trainers.
To be considered an "official" ERIN outreach project, a site must have

completed the basic steps described earlier in the discussionof the site adoption

process. During the first year of operation, each outreach site is expected to
complete the Basic Phase of program development and to begin local
dissemination/demonstration by introducing other nearby programs to the

ERIN model,
the'second year of operation, each outreach program is expected to reach

the Implementation Phase and begin extension within its own site by adding

new class' ooms or teachers at theinmc level, as well as allowing staff from new

sites to he trained alongside their new staff
In the third year of operation, each outreach site is expected to:

Continue extension acthities in their own agency (wimps taking on a new
grade or age level).

Become a partner' s ith the 'ripple sites (begun-the year before) by
helping them enter the Implementation/Demonstration Phases (perhaps by

participating in ERIN meetings conducted entirely by local personnel ).
Add staff from still other new sites and train them along with the staff from

their own "ripple" outreach sites.
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: Finally, sclectell sites will reach" the Satellite Site Phase and become
independent ERIN craters. with qnly quality control check' from ERIN staff.

While these timelines and neargeometric ratios do not hold as fully nor in thV
same way in each outreach site, pnning for as much of this "ripple" effect as

'possible is important in ERIN's work with each outreach site Figure 3 illustrates
the operational sequence of the ERIN model.

6. simple Evaluation' Methods for
Atl ion sites

Child Assessments,
In the ERIN apprt3ach, evaluation tools must be able to he used for both program
development (formative) and program ,impact (summativc ) evaluations.
Further, they must be able to be administered simply.`uoing limited personnel
and resources. Th following instruments are used for these purposes:

col
(lSo mina)

Helps pick children in
and determine areas of
strength/v=ial need.

RM.

children.

on
dons and

Provide guided _ion
of children in basic areas and a
summaq profile of skill.

Levels plotted pre and post
over maw skill areas to 2.1601s
growth

Detailed
inventory of
Learned Stills
(DM)

A checklist of Walls (age 0-8)
In each skill ara to guide
lEP and in leper ciesching.

Pre and post assessment
gives growth in months in
-one or several arm.

Forma _ e evaduation. The three instruments described aboVe are used to
help determine children's learning needs and specific skill-sequences for, the
Individualized Education Program and the Teaching Program. in mainstream
classrooms, this process is often accomplished in the context of large- and small-
group activities. In special classrooms, hoWever, individualized teaching
sequences are used to supplement group teaching strategies.

Summative evaluation. ERIN staff- recommend that sites employ an
expectancy-regression formula to compare a child's development as measured
by the Preschool Screening System at the end of the program with his or her
expected level of development. 'The effectiveness of a program for a. group of
children can be assessed using this procedure. (This was the method used by

N in its application for national validation by the joint Dis,scmination Review
Pane ) This iirocedure has been siinplified for use by school systems, and all
sites are required to carry it out with the Preschool Screening System at least.
adding Observation and Detailed Inventory of Learned Skills information when
appropriate.
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Program Assessments
Now that ERIN is being disseminated broadly, which means more sites and more
people, the monitoring of the implementation process has been streamlined. For

example: . ,

-0: The checklist of adoption steps is used by local staff and ERIN prior to the
beginning of the program to make sure that the adoption/implementation
process is planned appropriately.

Monthly Module Feedback Sheets are sentto ERIN by teachers to document
their efforts. This feedback helps ERIN staff and the adoption site staff monitor
how the program is being implemented and what new competencies the

teacher is demonstrating.
Simple logs of service to children and families, local training meetings, and

demonstration /dissemination efforts are completed by the local coordinator as
part of the record-keeping wstem, and are submitted to ERIN in order to record

the achievements of the adoption site.
On the basis of In ormation from the checklist and logs, certificates of

completion are given to sites by outreach staff and on the basis of information
from the Module Feedback Sheets, certificates of competencies attained are

given ato teachers.

Summary
We have attempted to show that outreach to adoption sites across the country
requires a model based in theory and specified in a step-by-step fashion that can
be easily implemented by teachers, following specific training which is keyed to

the c*riculum content. Further, a delivery system must be established that

assists- the adoption agency through the steps in the adoption and
implementation process so that the effect on the school and the handicapped
children can be assessed and the model continued and extended within the
school and perhaps nearby to other schools.



FIGURE 1

Relationship of Theory and Resources to Module Development Outline of a Sample Module
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IGURE 3
Idealized- Outreach and Extended Outreach
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A Rura Child/Paren Service
Outreach Project:
Basic Assumptions
and Principles
Patricia L. Hutinger, Project Director
Outreach: Mach-mb 0-3 Regional Project
Macomb, Illinois

Our -h modelthe Macomb 0-3 Regional Project, a rural child/parent
serviceoperates on a set of basic assumptions and principles that provide a
framework for determining project activities, future goals and needs. The
assumptions behind our outreach goals and objectives are theoretically
consistent with the assumptions underlying our service delivery model.
Outreach assumptions not only underlie all decisions related to project
operations, but also are interrelated with one another. Figure I illustrates these
relationships.

Since outreach requires us to share expertise widely and to
demonstrate/disseminate the model broadly, we must use our resources wisely
in order to get the most return for our investment. The project assumptions
provide a set of criteria to help staff determine priorities and make decisions
about reasonable allocations of resources. Decisions regarding new activities
and/or new materials development are made only if they clearly meet project
objectives and demonstrate that they fall within the framework of the underlying
assumptions.

Major Outreach Goals
We are committed to increasing quality services to handicapped'. children
through various cooperative ventures. The major goals of our outreach project
are as follows:

I. To increase high quality specialized services in rural areas to handicapped
and high risk children from birth to six years of age, and to their parents.

2. To develop an effective outreach model for rural communities using'
selected model components or the complete model.:

We have formulated a series of objectives related to the major outreach
activities: awareness activities; stimulation of adoption/replication sites; training
of others; consultation; national, regional and state involvement/coordination;
and product development. We have also specified processes and procedures to
he followed in meeting each of these objectives.
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erational Assumptions
Our outreach project operates on six basic assumptions. Tbe first assumption
is that, since the model has been demonstrated to be effective in rural
areas, major target groups should also be rural Service provision to rural
areas is different than service provision to urban areas, The unique rural focus is a

major strength of our outreach model. We use the following principles to guide

us in our work with rural sites:
E We establish credibility with rural targets. The product (model) is

worthwhile and has credibility because of a) the length of time we have been in
operation (six years); h) the evidence we have of the effectiveness of our model
(Joint bissemination Review Panel approval, data base, parent report ); c) the
materials we have produced for use by sites; d) the consistent theoretical base
we have developed for our model; e) the fact that our demonstration site is
located in a rural area.

-2. We establish a trusting relationship with rural target personnel by making
sincere efforts to meet their needs and by making them feel very welcome when
they visit our site. A warm, informal atmosphere and relationship should be
established and maintained.

3. Since resources are scant in rural communities, we make the most of the
resources available. For example, at our own site, there is not enough money to
hire a full-time physical therapist (and we would have a hard time gettihg one to
stay in Macomb ), so we use therapists on a consulting basis as we need them to
help us do training. We use those therapists who have worked with us inthe past
and who know our maiel. Nondifferentiated outreach staffing can also help
rural projects stretch their resources.

4. 'Rural programs need help upgrading their programs and we provide a
broad range of services and materials. But we try not to make our materials or
slide tapes too "slick." Rural clients have an appreciation for materials that are
produced economically by outreach project staff.

The second basic assumption is tbat cooperation, coordination, and
open communication are essential components of successful outreach
programs. Cooperation, coordination and open communication among
project staff, continuation site staff. replication site staff target personnel, early
childhood professionals, State Education Agencies, and other outreach projects
are crucial to program.success. We recommend the following strategies:

1: It is essential to establish multiple linkages based on functional
collaboration. For example, the cooperation we have fostered and maintained
among the Illinois First Chance Consortium, the HUEP Rural Consortium, and

INTER.Act has enabled us to increase our project's effectiveness in

accomplishing the stated goals and objectives.
2. It is essential that communication be open, with e access to outreach

project staff. Communication is multi-directional. Informal communication
channels should be established so that when problems arise- they are dealt with

quickly.
3. It is essential to emphasize that cooperation and coordination mean that

the outreach project sometimes maintains a support role in activities to help

47
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insure successful operation, while at other times it plays a leadership roleorder to accomplish needed tasks,
A third assumption is that enough time must be allowed to initiatechange which be demonstratedby the presence of long-term effects.We recommend the fallowing strategies:
1. Time; patience, and persistence are required to establish contacts andadoption/replication sites,
2. Follow-up activities and follow-up evaluation are necessary to establishlong-term effects.
3. Priority must he given to lengthier

training sessions and activities ratherthan short presentations.
A fourth assumption is that continuous, long-term evaluation ofoutreach activities and products is an essential program activity.Maintenance of those activities and products that result in positive evaluationsfurthers the project's goals and Objectives, Therefore, we believe that:1. Maintenance of careful records is essential.

2. Refining and developing efltctive mluation measures i- an ongoingprocess.

A fifth assumption is that effective outreach activities combineprinciples of social psychology, learning theory/Instructionalstrategies, organizational change, and marketing. We believethat targetsites can learn to use the following principles:
1. Outreach staff can use principles of social psychology, including thecooperative posture mentioned earlier as well as;

Strategies designed to inform and influence decision makers, such aslegislators at the national and state levels and key state agency personnel. Suchstrategies must be systematically implemented.
The outreach staff approach should he informal and nonthreatening to sitepersonnel. Outreach staff should he available for consultation and to providehelp as needed and requested by site personnel.
Generalimtions related to group dynamics can he used to Affect the valuesof target groups so that they will function as-instruments of change (seeKnowles, 1 978 ).

2. Learning theory/instructional strategies can he employed by out reach staffin order to function as effeethely as possible with different agencies andindividuals.
Project assistance to a target agency should he based on careful assessmentof need. The unique and individual differencesof agencies and targ':t sites, and ofindividual trainees/learners must be recognized (see Knowles, 1978). Projectsneed to add a bit of their own uniqueness to the model. Lillie ( 1979) mentionedthis in his reference to "the Betty Crocker principle."The (Willy ofan adult's thinking is different than that of a Therefore,it is important to recognize that strategies successful in service delivery are notnecessarily going to he successful in providing outreach.

Careful planning and preparation for effective adult learning activities payoff in positive results. Learning starts with behavior and personal experiences.
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lye and lasting learning comes after the individual has experimented with

new approaches and received appropriate feedback in a practical situation.

Observational learning and/or role modeling are important for adult

learners. Therefore, actual demonstrations of model coMponents are effective

see Knowles, 1978 ). For example. trainees can he brought on-site to observe

the model in operation in continuation sites. ( It is, of course, essential to have a

well-functioning continuation site that will cooperate in training activities.)

Attention to the- 7conditions" of learning, depending on content and

purpose, is essential in carrying out training activities (see Gagne. 1970 ).

3. Principles for organinttional change are also used by our outreach staff to

insure long-term effectiveness of project activities (see Croft, 1979; Knowles.

1978 Lubin, 1979 ):
It is important to maintain administrative contacts, with other

administrators who have the power to influence decisions and eventually to

implement or change services for children and families. For change to occur,

someone in a strategic position must feel the-need tore/lunge andimpryvement.

In order to achieve organizational change. die purpose and structure (of

organizations and activities), and the nature of power must he clearly

understood. For example, we have developed a set of criteria for target sites. We

have also designed specific replication agreements to charity responsibilities.

internal change leaders are natural targets for the change agent. since they

help to shape the organizational environment and function.

Structural and interpersonal systems must reinforce and support

other.
Systems changes se. t oiffadditional interactive processes in which changes in

organizational functioning not only increase outputs, but also develop the latent

athilgties tff people.
The target/client system eventually becointes it sophisticated consumer of

new programming,
materials, and ifitms.

4. Marketing principles must also be employed full advantage in order to

have a successful outreach program:

Those who adopt/replicate project components must subscribe to thethe

deliver model's basic assumptions and curricular principles.

Production materials and other promotional and publicity products must

he produced using language suitable for target audiences.

Outreach staff must maintain broad exposure in target areas. Materials

usibg the project's Ingo should he widely distributed and easily recognized.

The materials developed by the project staff should he available to help

anyone who needs them, and suggestions about how to obtain further

information should he freely offered. Income from sales of materials usually can

only cover production costs. In addition. mime free materials must be

disseminated, depending on the need of the requesting person or agency.

Because outreach staff cannot always predict when a contact or an activity

will "pay off" with a replication, they must undertake as many broad-based

awareness activities as resources permit.

Since print is a powerful medium for influencing decision makers, efforts

should be made by staff to "break into print" in professional journals and with
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chapters in books about rural services. Copies of these articles can be sent to
congressmen. legislators. and other decision makers,

Recognition of individual differences among consumers can be maintained
through a variety of procedures. including individualized responses to written
and/or phone requests. Careful records of products distributed should he kept
and followed up as further efforts at evaluating products and determining
possible target audiences.

Our sixth assumption is mat the administration of a successful
outreach project as an Innovative organization is based on the use of a
set of principles derived from administration/management theory ( see
Blake. 1979). Some examples of these principles are:

I. Management of the outreach stall' and target site staff should be
accomplished by using a team approach. Staff in this type of system are
committed to accomplishing program goals and objectives; interdependence is
achieved through a "common stake" in the organizational purpose.

2. Project management should be goal oriented, seeking to gain results of
high quantity and quality through staff participation, involvement, commitment,
and problem Nuking, In this way staff can contribute cooperatively to the
development of project-related ideas and activities.

The staff structure should he flexible, There should he an easy shifting of
staff responsibilities. a readiness to change. to depart from tradition. Sudishould
be able to take advantage of spontaneous opportunities:

t. Staff roles should he broadly defined. I rndillerentiated staffing means, for
example, that a project evaluator can also provide training for individuals on
aspects of child development.

S. Personal growth should be emphasized among the outreach staff, the
continuation site staff. and the target site staff. Further training must he supplied
and encouraged. For example, as target site staff become competent, they should
be involved in training activities. Staff should be encouraged to contribute
cooperatively to the process of developing project ideas and activities. Broad
training fin- staff members is essential and new staff must have opportunities to
develop unique skills and interests.

6. Staff turnover should he expected. Since training is both time-consuming
and expensive, staff members who move to other locations should he
encouraged- to serve as dissemination/replication consultants.

Summary
In summa, the basic assumptions and principles we employ in our rural project
provide a general framework for determining specific activities and procedures
we Will undertake to further the goals and objectives of outreach, including the
dissemination and replication/adoption activities. We can justify our decisions
to pursue selected activities and to develop specific training techniques and
materials through application of these internally consistent basic operating
assumptions. We use the same framework to establish priorities and to make
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decisions about all our aetivitio.. Although they may seetrt to he general in
nature, the project's assumptions'-imc1 principles, which stmt from a basic
philosophy, provide' a firm Ibundation for our outreach mod 1
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Elisabeth Schauer and gra 13 fxet
Outreach coordinators
High/Scope Educational Research F°
Ypsilanti, Michigan
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r. We have identified 2,0(x) individtotis on this list as having a specific
professional interest in our outreach project. These contacts have,beenacquired
through previous dissemination ,,efibrts and are continually expanded as we
work with existing replication sites. A regular newsletter describing the

outreach program is published three times each year and distributed to the

2.000 persons identified as being interested in outreach, as well as to all pastand

present participants in our outreach actvities.
When we receive requests for addli!onal information on outreach activities,

we distribute general disseminatit;n materials, including a brief description of
our theoretical framework, a media catalog, a publications list, descriptions of
assessment and evaluation instruments, and data supporting the effectiveness of

our model, as validated by the joint Dissemination Review Panel of the LI. S.

Department of Education, Previous experience has indicated that prompt
responses to specific requests for information yield a greater number of
potential adoption sites. Additional phone contacts and mail correspondence
can establish whether there is mutual interest and a shared philosophy.

Awareness conferences. If the initial mail and telephone contacts indicate
site is interested in learning more about our program, we can arrange either a
one-day "awareness" conference or a two-day. onsitc needs assessment
consulting visit, We have found that theme -day -awareness" conferences are
more likely to he productive if

I ) The conference is a state or regional meeting 1 includes participants
interested in mainstreamed preschool programs for the andicapped.

) The conference presentation is scheduled for at least 30 people

Minimum of 90 minutes,
3 ) The conference organizers are willing tci provide a complete list

participants and their mailing addresses.
4) The audience contains individuals receptive to developmentally Vented

preschool programs, as opposed to highly didactic or prescriptive ones,
At each awareness session, a High/Scope outreach consultant reviews the

theoretical and empirical basis for the curriculum model, describes the
curriculum framework, and reviews the processes by which interested persons
can obtain information regarding available outreach services. Specific concerns

relevant to a coifference's focus are also included in the presentation,

Phase II: Program Planning and Design
If a program has indicated strong interest in program replication, a High/Scope
consultant will visit the site to further explore the replication possibilities; on
the first day of the visit, the consultant observes in the classroom and shares the

observations with teaching staff. The consultant then meets with administrative
staff to discuss such topics as funding resources, staffing, training personnel
available and interested in replication, and number of children served. At the end
of day one, the High/Scope outreach consultant should be able to assess
program compatibility.

On the second day of the visit, the consultant conducts workshops for
teaching staff, program administrators, parents, and others interested in the
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program_ The workshop agenda includes topics such as least restrictive
environment. setting up a classroom for active involvement of children,
strategics for helping children make decisions, and the elements of the daily
routine. Teachers. administrators, and outreach staff together determine agenda
topics based on each site's interests and needs. At the end of day two, local
program personnel should have a clear idea of the program framework and the
responsibilities involved in becoming a replication site.

Reports summarizing the classroom observation and the workshop are sent to
each potential replication site we visit. These reports, along win4ka summaiy of
the administrative interviews, serve as resources that arc used to select five
replication sites from fifteen sites that receive two-day visits.

Criteria for the selection of replication sites have been established as follows:
) Geographic location; proximity to other programs in the region; services

available locally for preschool handicapped children.
) Evidence that the site has strong potential for implementation of the

demonstration model as indicated by administrative stability, personal
commitment by key administrative staff, interest and commitment of training
and teaching staff

3) Evidence of commitment to allocate or secure funds for selecting or
establishing a demonstration classroom with a curriculum assistant ( trainer ), a
teacher and paraprofessionals to staff the program.

4 ) Evidence of commitment to allocate or secure funds o provide for the
High/Scope consultant's travel and per diem.

5) Evidence of commitment to allocate or secure funds to release program
staff to participate in training at High/Scope Foundation.

6) Evidence of commitment to gather evaluation and impact data.
7 ) Evidence of commitment to continue the project into demonstration and

dissemination phases.
As a replication site, local programs are expected to:
I ) Implement the Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum with the

assistance of media, materials, and on-site consulting provided by the
High/Scope Foundation.

2 ) Gather evaluation data, which includes administering the Child
Observation Record ( COR ) and Preschool Teacher Training Profile ( PTTP).

3) Conduct information dissemination activities and provide classroom
observation /demonstration teaching for local and regional educators.

) Record evaluation data on the number of visitors, workshops presented,
and materials disseminated.

Phase III: Replication Training
Establishing a replication site involves a long-term cpnimitment from the site as
well as the outreach project. From the first on-site contactthe fwo-day needs
assessmentteachers are involved initially in the decision to replicate. Our
experience has shown that programs that include change in teaching practices
are more effective if teachers are involved in the decision to adopt the program.

'We have also fOund that involving teachers in drawing up replication agreements



to fit their program needs also improves he likelih successful program

implementation.
Another factor essential in effective program implementation is an on -site

trainer whom we call a curriculum assistant. It is desirable for the curriculum
assistant to have classroom experience using the High !Scope curriculum model.
Sometimes intensive technical assistance is given to a demonstration classroom,

and the head teacher in that classroom assumes tlw role of curriculum assistant

in subsequent years.
Two hooks describe the High Scope curriculum tr.irne w ork in detail. 'The

nitive/y (hiented Fru/nom/le fin- c' contains the
initial description of the program for preschoolers developed 1w David P.

Weikart and others in the Ypsilanti. Michigan Public Schools. lining Childnun

Manual ool Felt tea fors2 is a more recent summary of the
curriculum framework. This manual incorporates the additions and refinements
to the curriculum which were developed during the years we were
disseminating the curriculum model to Head Start centers in Planned Variation
Head Start. and were operating a First Chance demonstration preschool in the

first phase of our Handicapped Children's Early Education Project work. in
addition to the curriculum manuals. we have produced more than 30 sets of

filmstrips and films for educators who work with children in the sensorimotor

and preoperational stages of development. These complement the curriculum
manual as resources for inservice and preservice training. These print and
audiovisual resources were developed with assistance from several funding

sources. including the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped Division of
Personnel Preparation, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Office of

Child Development, and the Lilly Endowment.
The first year of Phase III includes ten days of on-site training by a I ligh/Scope

consultant, and two week-long institutes which are held at High/Scope

headquarters in Ypsilanti. Michigan. On -site training covers curriculum goals

and teaching strategies which arc presented by High/Scope consultants and

local curriculum assistants in inservice workshops. Competencie.s introduced in

workshops are monitored by classroom observation and feedback from one
High/Scope field consultant and/or the curriculum assistant. Training is
delivered in a spirit of mutual problem solving, involving teachers in designing
activities and environments that are supportive of children's emerging abilities,

Teachers use the High /Scope Child Observation Record ( COIL) as well as
locally selected child instruments to assess needs and evaluate progress,
Trainers use an implementation profile ( the IMP or MPTTP) to record data on

their observations of classrooms and go over this information with teacherswho

are learning to use the model
The institutes for teachers include visits to the High /Scope Foundation's

demonstration classroom and a systematic review oft he curriculum framework.

'Weikari,D. P., Rogers, L, Adcock, C., McClelland, D., National AssociatiOn for the Utica onof
Young Qilldren, 1971.

,Hohnmn, M., Ballet, B., & Welk , D. P. High /Scope Press, Ypsilanti, 1979.



The institute for trainers covers basic principles, skills and technique, which
High/Scope has found to he effective in 17 years' experience in conducting
active training programs tor educators. The 1 lig!' Scope training s.,:ssions Limbic
teachers and supervisors from diverse locations to share ideas and experiences
in using the High/ Scope model. An outreach newsletter, published
High /Scope MI cc times 11 year. also ttictlitates communication among the
replication sites and promotes the c -wept of ite participation in a national
network.

In the second %ear of Phase 111, the Iligh Scope con.sultants spend a total tiff iyc
days at each replication site. focusing their activities on the certification of the
local trainer and supporting local dissemination activities. Trainers 'rum
replication sites arc certified as qualified to train teachers at other local sites in
their area after they have;

attended a week-long teacher in ute at the= Fottndatiort
Ypsilanti, Michigan.

attended and satisfactorily completed a week-long trainer institute the
High/Scope Foundation.

each Classroom they are assisting andmade regularly scheduled visits
have given helpful feedback to teachers. as judged by the teachers and
High/Scope's consultant.

conducted satisfactory workshops as judged by trainees and Ili 1'1/Scope's
consultant including evidence that changes in classroom process fitllciwed the
ymrkshop.
After being certified. replication site trainers conduct workshops tier tttl1cr !it
interested in adopting the cognitively' Oriented Preschool Curricul M. Those
sites that adopt the curriculum in this way are called -second generation sites.
During the second year, replication site slat are also expected to produce a local
newsletter and to run a demonstration classroom.

Phase TV: Evaluation
Swan describes the evaluation phase of his outreach model as the point at which
decisions arc made about continuing outreach services to a replication site;
High/Scope's annual evaluation of replication site status involves r%'iCNk We)
teachers, curriculum assistants, and administrators. of the usefulness of
I ligh/Scope training and technical assistance services and of the appropriiffencss
of fligh/Scope's curriculum approach. Summative5;hild progress data ( trout the
COR and locally selected instruments) is examined, Progress in implervcruing
the model is reviewed with the aid of the PTI'l, or implementation
profiles that have been filled out by the curricula m assistant. The same onestions

no .2s Lie have resources to cOntinueasked in Phase 11 are asked once again: ;

the lirograni?Irill keT stall mentbers remain UM the proqrant? eIre Parents
into!: wl ill ale prng113111 in el of avow? Does tbe progPani sen .%Pecial

needs children ?Art:' the (-on:portents Of ate 'node, being in ipleine'ned
tulip urangen2ent aclive learning, learn planning)? trill the

fablisb second generation sites?

or
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if major components Of replication arc in place, and High/Scope services have
been satisfactory, a decision may he made to continue the association berween
the site and High; Scope.

If the -replication" process has succeeded, the replication site, indeed each
teaching unit, will have a unique adapt ion of our outreach model. Classrooms=
the replication site will show important similar the demonstration school
in Ypsilanti, but they will not be carbon copies,
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The need for technical assistance in outreach is recownized, both by the
outreach projects and OSE staff It has not been possible, however, to support a
formal technical assistance provider because of the diversity of outreach
activities and models. The technical assistance that has been and continues to be
Provided is informal and limited. The strategy has been to gather outreach
directors together periodically at meetings and-conferences to discuss areas of
common concern, problems and alternative solutions. The directors provide
technical assistance to each other in their individual areas of expertise. This
strategy is employed for two reasons. First, far=e -to -face exchanges of information
are often the most effective ( and unfortunately the most expensive ) means of
obtaining assistance. Second, outreach project directors have gained significant
skills in providing technical assistance to each other. As a means of sumrnarizing
the results of their discussions at meetings and conferences, follow4ip
materialssuch as this documentare disseminated to participants and other
interested audiences.

The information tin this section was generated by four small groups that were
formed at the 1980 Outreach Directors' Conference for the purpose of
providing technical assistance. The four groups were organized in response to a
needs assessment questiorinaire that was distributed to directors prior to the
conference. Eacti outreach director had the opportunity to attend two small
group sessions and each group was led by an outreach director. The materials
are of differing levels of specificity based on the topics discussed in each group.
The four areas of assistance are: target .Selection, materials development and
distribution, training and model fidelity.
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Ta et Selection

Group Leader: Ruth Turner
Dallas Independent School District, Dc llas, Texas

he group felt that specifynggeneral target audiences and selecting particular
targets to receive specialized outreach assistance is the very critical first step in
stimulating services to preschool handicapped children and their families. This
first step includes several significant considerations, such as:

Selecting target audiences from demonstration project audiences for
outreach assistance

Analyzing needs of potential target audiences relative to the strengths of the
outreach project

Matching outreach staff expertise to target audience needs
Developing and analyzing criteria for target audience selection
Reviewing existing dissemination materials to determine their

appropriateness to the needs of potential target audiences
Planning approaches to be used to contact potential target audiences
Planning for systematic change in target audiences because of the outreach

assistance provided
Evaluating the effectiveness of target audience selection procedures in

relation to outreach assistance provided and changes implemented.
Providing technical assistance to outreach projects in the area of target

audience selection has assumed increasing complexity over the years of
outreach program operation. Target audience selection is more difficult than
the more general dissemination efforts because of the wide variation in outreach
projects, The wide range of target audiences appears to grow out of the diversity
of the original demonstration models and the variety in the funding mandates of
the states in which the projects function.

As an example of the variation across outreach projects, directors
participating in this small group generated a list of their target audiences:

Local Education Agencies Direct service teams in preschool
State Education Agencies programsall types of fiscal agents
Medical community staff
who work with high-riSk infants
Speech and hearing clinicians
Day nursery personnel
Hospital-based newborn
nursing staff
Rural infant programs

Public school programs for
0-5 year olds
Mental health facilities
Non- public school agencies
Policy makers in university
Llboratory programs, and Head
Start programs.

6 0
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Group Leek& Alice Hayden
Utziliers ashingtonSeattle, on

Anumber cif topics related to materials development and distribution were
discussed. Following in list form is a brief synopsis of the directors' comments.
discussions and suggestions.

Issues relating to copyright. intent to copyright, or trademark were
discussed. Suggestions were made to include the statement "Please Do Not
Reproduce" on materials and to identify each page of all materials for
dissemination with the project logo or other designation. The directors felt such
identification would discourage duplication without permission and would
attribute the materials to the correct source. The group felt chat project
directors need more information about cop_ yright and its advantages and
possible _disadvantages. It was pointed out that the process and costs for
comigtiting 'ar,e'notas extensive as many directors believe_ More information
on this topic should he to all project directors at a future meeting.

The group felt that all materials.should he credited to the producers ( staff
contributors or others ) and credit should he given to the funding source( s)
even on preliminary drafts or working papers.

Most directors agreed that since their materials are updated and revised
from time to time it is difficult to assure that all staff in replication sites have the
latest revision, especially if the replication/adaptation is long-term. It was
suggested that outreach projects might want to send out some follow-up or
periodic reports to replication sites calling attention to revisions in their
materials and offering to share such updated material. This would also he a good
way of providing information :ibout staff changes and other incidental program
information.

It was pointed out that a Catalog o Pk-aerials is being produced by OSE
(Division of Media Services land should he available shortly. The catalog covers
a ten-year period of operations and approximately 20 percent of the items in this
catalog 'cover early childhood topics.

A matter of considerable concern to a number of project directors was the
fact that they must print, duplicate, and distribute many of their own materials.
Most of the directors felt that they had little expertise in this area. This aspect of
outreach sometimes requires a considerable inventory to reduce printing costs
and make individual items affordable to the project and to purchasers. There was
considerable discussion about this problem. The advantages of going to a
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ticitmercial publisher r going through LINC were considered; but in the early
%Eases of product development, directors felt that it was important to have
c-cotrol over their materials in terms of revisions and updating, In addition. it was
Ninted out that some items unique to a particular project might not warrant

nmercial publication.
ine suggestion was made that ii cal -Kiln shops r other groups such as

IihratN associations, school districts, state hospitals and sheltered workshops
inight other reduced printing costs,

O A major concern of this group vas the need tor more cost-effective
ness materials. There was general agreement that awareness materials are

.eded at all levels: national, regional. state and local, but that reductions in
Funding are inhibiting this effort. The group discussed how to produce
votteness materials in the most cost-effective manner. They thought it was

trtigxirtant to share information about projects and materials development
through natural channels such as consortia, newsletters of organizations and

>datums, TADS and \XT.STAR publications, and other resources. Attention
also called to the possibility of having news releases published in local

titwspape_rs. Such releases would focus on the "who, what, when, where, why"
type of information in order to convey as much information as possible to the
readers. News releases could be issued to publicize a training session or
Workshop and information could he included about the materials and/or people
and products used, such as manuals, audio-visual materials, special presenters.
St:Declining an open house to introduce the local community to a program's staff
4tIci services was also suggested as an appropriate awareness forum, A project
4-light produce brochures and Other products for those who attend the open
hwse; these materials should be suitable for all project visitors.

o The group suggested the possibility of obtaining national publicity for
brograms by submitting articles for publication to American Education,
Per ,/br the Handicapped and Closer Look, And they recommended the
Utilization of public service spots on television and radio at all levels to help
Vreate awareness on the part of the general public, Films on different types of
handicapping conditions can do much to create awareness in the local
ecomunity if they arc shown by local television stations, The film, The Fortunate
rvie, which includes segments on six different early childhood programs and
%tresses the effectiveness and cost efficiency of early intervention programs, is an
tAample of such a film that is available and cleared for public television showing_ .

It is also available in Spanish,
The group discussed the importance of foStering communication and

information- sharing among parents. Parent-to-parent programs can certainly he
effective mechanism for public awareness and, in addition to exchanging

information, can change attitudes as well,
O There was considerable interest in establishing a system to evaluate the

Ifectiveness of awareness materials. One suggestion offered was that one
Project's materials could he sent to other projects to be tried out and rated.
Amother suggestion was that a task force could be formed to develop criteria on
licrx to select good materials or actually produce them. Criteria for good
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equipment, effective content, and effective formats uld also be generated by
such a group_

A need for a listing, of materials available for rental rather than sale
voiced.

One project director described a low-cost way to use the "hot line'
approachinstall a Phone-Mate answering machine so program inquiries can be
recorded and answered at a more convenient time.

The group was interested in learning more about obtaining and using
mailing lists to promote awareness of outreach activities. There are a variety of

vendors and a representative sample of such sources is provided below.
Some vendors deal with school districts and personnel, some with libraries,
others with association and organization members. still others with large
samples of occupation groups. The product or service being offered determines
which audience list is of most value to a particular group. Lists are usually
purchased for one-time use, can he supplied in a variety of formats ( for example.
arranged alphabetically or in zip code sequence for hulk rate and/or non-profit
mailings, on pressure-sensitive label stock or label stock designed to he affixed
by automatic labeling equipment, or on computer tape ).

Mailing List Sources' co

Minn B. Zeller,
475 Park Avenue, South
New York, NY 10016
( 212) 689-4900

College Marketing Croup. Inc
6 Winchester Terrace
Winchester, MA 01890

t nsohdatedl.Mailing Semee
Division of Two Star Films tries

99 Flotaolink Line, Box 216
lxvittown, NY 11-'56
(5161 -,)6-4925

Direct Mail Promotions, Inc.
342 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 1001-
(212) 68--1910

The Educational Direct
One Park Avenue
New York. NY 10010
(212) 88944455
or
131 Camino Alto, Suite
Mill Valley. CA 94
(415) 381-0553

piled 10/80

Market Data Retrical
Ketchum Place
Westport, CT 06880
(203) 226--51 I
r.
-1300 Marine Drive. Suit
Chicago, II. 60613
(312) 248-9233

ChXliPa Street
Denver, CO a(0202
(3(l3) 5-'3--16-
nr

Los Angeles
(213) 625.-'511
or

San Francisco
(L151 956-206-

a

National Direct Mail Advertisers nicer
Box 484
Frankton. KY
(502) 223-3838

R. W. Ilowker Co.
Mailing List Division
1180 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
( 212)-64-S223

'For more information on Mailing lists. c((ntaet Nancy Massa°, High Educational Research
Foundation, 60(0'North River Street. Ypsilanti, MI -18197, (313) -045
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Training
Group Leaders: Karen Davis, Rutland Center
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
and Neal Schortinghuis, Portage Project
Portage, Wisconsin

The training discussions covered a number of topics including:
Establishment of minimal competency levels
Replication versus model utilization
Adaptation of training procedures to particular needs for example, site

pays expenses, on-site versus off -site training, attendance at site training )
Provision of training for second-generation outrcach sites
Certification of trainers
Effectiveness of short-term workshops ( evaluation )
The importance of not including demonstration sites and not providing

demonstration informationonly information on outreachduring training
Definition of training as being from 3-5 days in length, long-term and at least

two contacts each year
The importance of keeping the goals of outreach in mind when providing

training.

Assumptions of Outreach Model
Development in Training
The following irtfomnatiott on training was col - Bud
Fredericks and Tom, Piazza-Templentan -ont chnzg
Research infant and Child Center in Mown Oregon.

There is consensus among project directors and their staffs that, after the initial
excitement of receiving outreach funding fades, the reality of "graduating" from
model developers/demonstrators to outreach trainers sets in and questions
arise, such as: What is outreach? Dow do we train others to do what the project
staff do, and tO do it as well? The Teaching Research Infant and Child Center,
located in Monmouth, Oregon, received its demonstration grant in 1972 and
entered outreach in 1975, We have faced these and similar questions and would
like to share our answers with other projects.

One of the primary goals of outreach, as stated by OSE, is the development of
outreach models. Training assumes primary importance in helping projects
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meet this goal. Thus. we will review the steps we took in changing from a
demonstration project to an outreach project in the area of training. These steps
have been developed through much trial and. of course, error, Vbat has evolved

is a process Of training others that has worked extremely well for us and (Or a

number of others who have used our outreach model. The discussion focuses on
training and not on the :ireas of awareness and site selection.

1. Define the Elements of Your Model
it is as essential in outreach as it was in your demonstration phase t the

elements of the model_ A clear definition of the model elements provides a firm
foundation fOr outreach activities. Elements will of course van' widely from
project to project. 11w first step in training, therefore, is to have a detailed
written description of the elements of the model to answer the questions: What
are we doing? How are we doing it?

2. Use a Measurement System to Demonstrate
the Effectiveness of Model Elements

This is another activity from the demonstration years, and it forms an titerNock
in a solid foundation on which to build outreach. Check the evaluation measure
for each of the model elements, Most likely the measures fall into two categories:
( I ) evaluation to demonstrate change (child, staff ); and ( 2) evaluation to
demonstrate purity of model (tin element is in place and maintained at a
specified quality level ). These measures can be used to evaluate of in two
outreach areassite stimulation ( replication training ) and training (developing
model competencies

3. Determine the Key Elements of the Model
This is not a repeat of step one above, but rather a refinement. For outreach
purposes a project must determine %%inch model elements are KEY; that is, if

these elements are not in place, the site is not using the model. Key elements
represent the philosophy and process of a model. Most projects also have

identified optional elements that can sup_ plement the model. The optional
elements may apply only to certain child populations ( mild/severely
handicapped ) or certain demographic areas ( urban. rural ).

4. Determine the Competencies (Skills,
Knowledge, Attitudes) Needed to Imp_ lement
Each Element of the Model

Now we move to actual "outreach." It is important to remember, however, tLIt
the success of outreach efforts from this point on depends, in large par, on the
"foundation- activities described in steps one through three,

At this point. it is important to determine those competencies (skills,
knowledge, attitudes) that individuals will need to implement each model



clement. For example, a particular method assessment is one of the model
elements for Project XYZ, Project staff thus have determined that an individual
would need the following competencies to implement this hypothetical
element:

I. Knowledge about history and type
2. Skills to administer test items reliably
3. Skills to score responses accurately
4. Skills to analyse scores and apply to child programming.

This process should he followed in determining competencies needed fcrr all
model elements.

5. Design Training Activities Which Will Develop
the Model Competencies in Trainees

Designing the training plan is a much easier task when ohectivcs for training are
clearly specified. Once the competencies trainees must uevelop arc known, staff
can design a set of activities tOr trainees that will develop these competencies,
The activities will depend on the nature and complexity of he competency.
Generally, one or more activities are designed tOr each competency. Returning
to the hypothetical example of Project XYZ, four nece=ssary compett cies had to
he mastered for the project's method of assessment, Consequently, iject XYZ
staff designed the following activities for their trainees:

Competency or Objective
I. Trainee will have knowledge
about history and type of test.

2. Trainee will have skills to
administer test items.

3. Trainee will sc(
accurately.

4. Trainee will be able to analyze
scores and develop child program.

Training Activity
1.1 Thirty-minute lecture h
training 'staff on history and tyjie
test.

2,1 Thirty-minute discussion b)\
training stall on procedures us t-

administer test, including role pyy

2.2 One-hour practicum during
which trainee administers test
items tat child supervised b
training staff,

3.1 Trainee scores _

administered during practicum.

-1.1 Thirty-minute discussion on
score analysis and programming.

-i.2 Assignment to read chapter on
assessment in text.

4.3 Trainee develops two child
programs from test administered
during practicum.



This hypothetical project employed a number or training techniques; lectures,

small-group discussion. reading. role play, and practica. It is difficult to
recommend specific training techniques. Nlore important than the specific
training technique used is the skill of the trainer in using it. But, based on eight

years of inscrvicc training experience, we feel that using the f011owing training

techniques enhances one's chances of success.
The best pierce to conduct training frnrrr /Jlic[ttirttt is at tl eth,Fmonslratinit

site. The trainees are -transplanted- from their work environments and brought

to the demonstration site where they can see the model functioning under
optimum circumstances. Removing the trainees from their work environments

eliminates a large number of potential distractions. And a sense of credibility is
established %then the trainee can see the model in action and talk with staff %Nil 0

are using the model.
The training is pra cticum-based. In closely supervised practicum

experiences. trainees have a chance to try-Out procedures and materials

w.hile training star/ arc there to encourage. correct and assist them. Thus trainers

don't have to guess about a trainees abiliry; the trainee can be observed
rsthand. Trainees can use their observations to give trainees immediate

feedback on their use of the procedures or materials. In addition, the trainers

obtain valuable information on which comfmencies a trainee has mastered and

where to concentrate further training. The chances of replication are increased

if a trainee masters model competencies during the training session.

The demonstration (vitro. training isiOlfineed up at the trainee u.ork site.

An extremely critical part of a training program. follow-up assistance, should

occur at the beginning of the trainee's implementation efforts. Outreach
assistance, further training, and reinforcement of current efforts help the trainee

"over the hump" traditionally encounteredwhen implementing a new program_

6. Design a Measurement System to Evaluate
Outreach Training Activities

Once a training system has been designed for the purpose of teaching others

how to implement the model, those training procedures must be evaluated to

see if, in fact, they are effective. This implies a whole series of evaluations for

inservice training:
Consumer satisfactionDid they enjoy the training process Do they vv ant

to use the model processes/materials?
Did the trainees acquire the necessary knowledge, attitudes or skill. as a

result of training?
Did the trainees implement the model elements? If they did, were

to do so at a quality level?
As a result of implementation was there change in child behavior{

The first two types of evaluation occur during the training session and the last

two during follow-up to the training. The follow-up evaluations are important.
elements in the documentation of the impact of outreach.



Group Leader: Merle cares
Project RAPYHT/Project PEECH
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

The group cons ered such as: How do c determine if sites arc
really replicating a model? T"o what extent can sites deviate from a model and still
he replicating it? There was consensus that those components of the model that
have to he replicated must he clearly delineated in order to maintain the
integrity of the model, If sites are not replicating these key aspects of the model.'
changes must occur. Several important considerations emerged from these
discussions:

It is very important liar outreach projects to delineate he distinguishing
characteristics of their models.

It is important to assess objectively where a site is in model entation.
Each time replicatioq specialiks-visit a site, they should determine how staff are
progressing in _replicating the model_ This procedure helps a site set goals and
*orktoWard them..n

Continuous ( ongoigg ) needs assessment is necessary that replication
staff and model sponsor staff can identify accurately a site's needs.

Should a site demonstrating low fidelity he continued? Not if they haven't
improved after outreach staff have made a number of visits to the site and have

'pinpointd all the obstacles. Outreach staff have an ohligationao terminate such
sites bocausir the model and resources asenot being used in the most productive
manner. Thus, each outreach project must work out a process that helps sites
fully understand,the model-

. Successful replication fidelity is closely related to successful site selection
and technical assistance, and to the evaluation system.

In sum, the group identified three steps sites should follow to promote and
maintain replication fidelity:

I. Distinguish characteristics-of the model.
2. Carefully monitor-sites through actual observation.
3. Agree on common goals_
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The PEECH Approach to Examining ModelFideli01
The following information on i;zodel fidelity was contributed by
Merle Karnds and Anna Marie Kokotovic from the Colonel Wolfe

SchoolUniversity of Illinois.
The PEECH, Model is a comprehensive approach to establishing quality
education for preschool handicapped children and their families. Being a
amplex model with essential components. PEECH typically requires one
year of intensive, individualized training before replication is achieved.

From the beginning of its outreach activities, PEECH has used instruments to
assist consultants in planning training activities and to assist both trainers and
trainees in assessing progress in replication of each component of the model. In
developing the instruments, the following principles served as guidelines:

Replication sites must have a clear definition of each component of the
model and the minimum requirements to replicate each component.

Instruction is most effective if it is individualized and planned to meet the

identified training needs at each replication site.
Both trainer and trainees need an ongoing, objective means of measuring

progress in replication of each component.
Replication sites should have some choice as to the level of replication they

wish to achieve ( e.g., meet minimum standards only or replicate at a higher level

on some components) and the components in which they most desire training.
Considering these principles, PEECH developed two essential instruments, the
PEECH Model Components Observation Scale (PMCOS) and the PEECH Needs

Assessment.
PMCOS is the tool used to assess the replication site `s implementation of the

20 essential components. This instrument helps both site personnel and PEECH

staff monitor a program's progress in replication. ofthe 20 components is
operationally defined in PMCOS. A rating scale of I to 5 is provided for each
component. Using the PMCOS, each site staff member individually ;nclicates the
degree to which he/she feels each program component is currently being
implemented at the site. Each also indicates the level at which he/shewould like
to be implementing by the end of the year The staff then discuss their individual
ratings as a group and agree upon a rating which represents the group's
perceptions. This process helps to further define the model and the minimum
expectations for adoption for the site staff. It also gives thestaff an opportunity to
discuss their perceptions of the site as it is currently operating and to set goals

for growth.
The replication specialist rates the program during each site visit and

discusses the rating with the site staff. A rating of-1" indicates no adoption of the
component as defined in observable terms on the PMCOS. A rating of "3"
indicates an adoption of the component at the required level, meeting the
minimum criteria required by the PEECH Project. A rating of -4" or "5" indicates

'PEECH Pr.eLt. Institute for Child Behavitir and Development, Iniversiry of Illinois. Champaign-

UltYana; grant funds through the Office of :ial Education and National Diffusion Network. U. S.

beraninem of Education.
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adoption at a high level of competency, and exceeds essential requirements for
adoption. Therefore, a site receiving a final rating of "3- or above on each of the
20 components in PMCOS has achieved adoption of the PEECH model. The 20
essential components are:

1. Identification and placement
2. Paraprofessional teachers
3. Scheduling
4. Room arrangement
5. Classroom assessment
6. I.E.P.'s parent involvement
7. I.E.P.'s establishing goals
8. Peer modeling
9. Lesson planning

10. Lesson-presentation
11. Record keeping children
12. Behavior management
13. Language programming systematic development
14. Language programming expansion
15. -Family involvement programming
16. Family involvement record keeping
17. Teaming
18. Staff development
19. Future placement
20. Evaluation

Monitoring of the long-term fidelity of an adoption is also part of the PEECH
training plan. Site visits during the second year of replication enable the. PEECH
staff to assess the level of adoption via the PMCOS and to provide additional
training if necessary. Figure 1 outlines two components of PMCOS.

Success in replication depends upon the knoWledge, skills and attitudes of key
staff members. Therefore_ a basis for planning individualized training and
technical assistance activities, the PEECH Needs Assessment is administered to
teachers, paraprofessionals. and ancillary personnel at each site. Although, like
the PMCOS, the needs assessment covers the 20 essential program components,
its primary purpose is to identify the skills individual staff members possess in
each component area. The training provided is then directed to those
components identified by various site personnel as being most crucial to model
implementation. Respondents rate their level of functioning in the competency
areas before and after training, using scaled points ranging from "1 = no skill or
knowledge." to "5 = highly competent." A sample of the PEECH Needs
Assessment is presented in Figure 2.

Both of these instruments, could be adapted for use in model programs similar
to PEECH. A logical sequence in the development of an instrument such as
PMCOS is to:

1. Identify and operationally define model components.
2. Determine minimum criteria of replication of each component as well as

criteria for other levels of adoption if appropriate.
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3. Develop an appropriate rating scale for each component.
-I. Organize the information into a manageable working tool.
The PEECH Needs Assessment is an analysis of the skills requircti to

implement each model component. Training and technical assistance are
available to assist site personnel in developing each of the specified skills- In
order to develop a similar instrument, a program should analyze the skills site
personnel would need in order to replicate each of its program components,
The identification of these skills also provides guidelines for the developinent of
appropriate training activities.

Conclusion
The PEECH staff have found that the rwo instruments described above provide
the basis, for planning individualized training and monitoring the fidelit). cif
replik.:ation across sites. Whereas PMCOS assists us in providing individualized
services to each site, the PEECH Needs gssessment assures that training will he

provided to meet the needs of individual staff members within a particular site.
PMCOS is an ongoing assessment of the progress an entire program is making in
replication of the PEECH model. In addition to identifying specific areas for
training at a site, the PEECH Needs Assessment, when administered pre anti Post,
is an effective means of assessing the effectiveness of training,

1



Figures 1 and 2
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3GUEE 1

IIECH Model Components Observation Scale ( &cops)

?UCH Model Component

SCHEDULING

Criteria for Observation

3. Staffplans a daily schedule so 5: Written daily schedule is implemented which allocates one-

that individualized program. half ()I. more of the time for individual and/or small group

ming may he implemented lessons: The schedule is consistently maintained, yet is

effectively through large flexible: The schedule is planned to include the alternation

group, small group, and. one of both large group and small group sessions and active and

to.one activities, passive activities: Transitions between sessions and activities

are smooth: Daily time for the staff to develop individual

lessons, prepare instructional materials, and evaluate child

progress averages two hours,

5

4.

3. Written daily schedule is implemented which allocates at

least one third of the time for individual and/or small group

lessons: The schedule is consistently maintained, yet is

flexible: The schedule is planned to include the alternation

of both large group and small group sessions and active and

passive arthities. Transitions between sessions and activities

are smooth. Daily time for the staff to develop individual

lessons, prepare instructional materials, and evaluate child

progress averages one hour,

L Daily schedule does not provide time for small group or

one.tHne lessons, preparation of materials or evaluation of

child progress,

111:

0 0 0 00 0 0
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REHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

12, Procedures that create a

poSitive affective environment

5, Teachers maintain a positive approach in their interaction

with children and are responsive to each child's needs and

and that include appropriate interests: An environment which promotes appropriate

behavior management tub. behavior is established such:as' clearly stating classroom .
.

niques, rules, modeling behavior for the children, and being

consistent in expectations, Teachers use the following

behavior management techniques as appropria: :ignoring,

positive correctiim, physical redirection, removal from the

immediate situation., and time.out. Plans are written for

children who often exhibit inappropriate behavior,

.

3. Teachers maintain a positive approach in their interaction With

children and are responsive to each child's needs and interests.

An environment which 'promotes appropriate behavior is

established, such as clearly stating classroom rules, modeling

behavior for the children, and being consistent in expectations:

, '

Teachers use the following behavior management techniques

as appropriate: ignoring, positive correction, physical

redirection, removal from the immediate situation, and time.

out,
,

2,
t

1, Appropriate behavior management techniques are not

litili7ed.
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FIGURE 2
PEECH Needs Assessment (Era ts)

Name.

Position:

Date:

Pry Post ( circle one

The needs aS.sessmcnt identifies the competencies within each oldie components t I the PEECH

Model. Completing it will fulfill a twofold purpose. First. it will Ow you an opportunity to participate
in the planning of PEECH training and will help ensure that the training is appropriate and beneficial
to you Secondly, it will assist the PEECH staff in evaluating the technical assistance and training we

provide over the year.
In order to do this the needs assessment will he completed prior to training to identify potential

training areas and following training to determine professional growth. Please circle the rating that
yoU feel best represents your present level of competence,

The ratings Competent and Highly Competent are defined as follows:
Competent You presently demonstrate knowledge of or ability in this competency by

implementing it in your classroom or by describing how it operates in your program. You require
little or no training in order to implement this competency.

Highly Competent You presently demonstrate knowledge of or ability in this competency by

implementing it in your classrpom or hy describing how it operates in your program. In addition, you

are able to teach or interpret it to others by giving a workshop, by ohscrOng others and giving
feedback, by demonstrating it to inhers, and/or by preparing written materials to train others.

SCHEDULING
Component 3; Staff plan a daily schedule so that individualized programming mayhe implemented

effectively through large group. small group and oneLoone activities.

MPETENCIES

I. Knowledge of rationale fin' and components of a PEECH
classroom schedule (e.g.. alternating small and large groups
and active and passive roles for children; scheduling time for
planning and evaluation; and allowing for individual teaching
sessions and child selected activities).

2. Ability to develop a schedule which is appropriate for the
individual needs of children in your classroom (attention
spans and priority curriculum areas ) and reflects the rationale
and components of a PEECH classroom schedule.

3. Ability to determine when change in the daily schedule is
appropriate both on a daily and long -term frdsis,

0Z Z
2 i 0
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
ent 12: Procedures that create a positive aliective environment and that include appropriate .

frePhior management techniques.

cONIIIFTENCIES

Kniiededge of the basic techniques which promote desimble
Mkivior in the PEECH classroom.
Ability to establish an environment that promotes
41Propriate behavior by:
01 planning actisities that will acquaint children with
Classrixim rules and procedures.
111 setting .realistic expectations and limits Ittr children's
liktuslor.

3. fsnlissiedge of four techniques for providing positive
fcvtioack tochildren concerning their behavior: direct verbal
raise indirect verbal praise. physical reinforcement. and
c-Nrtionstration of enthusiasm for child's accomplishments.

Ability to positively reinforce desired behavior in a consistent
rikahrter.

to utilize a series of alternative techniques for dealing
-01th inappropriate behavior that ranges from the least
rizstirictive to most restrictive:

iwore
11) positive correction

) brlysical direction and choice
4/1 l'dlow=through

removal from the immediate situation
tlineout

6- 114) ilitY to create opportunities for children to develop sell
("mpline.
Ability to employ lowcal consequences- to help children
Lniclerstand and pin in responsibility for their own behavior.

R- Ability to develop opportunities fur int:roe:Mg positive self
C6riermts in children.

3

z
2 I

2

a.;

.ta

3
E

0

I (1



An important task for all outreach projects is to c efforts with
those of State Education Agencies (SEAS) and= _-aftenCles as

appropriate. Such coordinatiOn facilitates the delivery of the highest quality of
services for young children and their farnilies. But This type of coordination is
often difficult t0 achieve for a variety of reasons, including the diverse roles-and
responsibilities of outreach projects and the state agencies. For this reason, the
topic of cooranation between outreach projects and SEAs was addressed at the
1980 Outreach Project Directors' Conference.

This section has three pails. First, excerpts from a speech by Jo Bunce from
the Virginia Department of Education provide an overview of the coordination
efforts between the Virginia Department of Education and outreach projects in
Virginia. The second section is a synthesis of similar information provided by five
coordinators of State Implementation Grants (SIGs ). Third, a set of coordination
guidelines is presented by Linda Espinosa, Early Childhood Coordinator for the
Washington State Education Agency. It is important to note that no One set of
procedures or principles will fit every SEA and each outreach project must
individualize efforts for its SEAS. However, the information presented will
provide some guidance in initiating and/or maintaining coordination efforts
with the agencies.
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Coordina On with State
Departments Educa
Jo Bunce
State Department of Educe? tton
Richmond, Virginia

In most states, the State Department of Education is the key agency for
coordinating efforts in early education of the handicapped. In sharing my ideas
about communicating with state departments t, 'cation or other state-level
people. I feel it is important to offer my perspective as a state person and
describe, in very general terms, a state person's role and functions. I nelieve this
approach may he more useful than providing you with a general list of "do's and
don'ts" for working with state departments. Thus, I will attempt to provide an
overview of state-level coordination, including examples of the kinds of
activities you can undertake when attempting to work with states and tips on
how to make your efforts more successful. And finally, I'll present a few ideas I
have about working effectively with`consortia, because this is another important
area for coordination.

Working in an SEA has given me a unique and interesting vantage point from
which to look at a state's role in providing services to children and families. State
department people care about children, and are very interested in providing
high quality programs for children and their families. But they also experience a
number of constraints. For example, state-level staff positions are changing. At
one time, state people functioned mainly as program consultants to their
projects and school divisions. They conducted insenice training in the field and
worked with the school divisions on an individual basis. As services for children
have expanded and as the requirements from state and federal government have
changed, however, state roles have changed. Today, state staff are not only
involved in providing technical assistance, but also in program monitoring and
compliance. Frequently. state staff find themselves working on tasks other than
those they might have originally been hired to

I'm not raying "Feel sorry, for us, our jobs are so big," but rather trying to
explain why it is sometimes difficult for us to respond, appropriately to all the
requests for assistance we receive. ff you don't get the kind of response that you
expect from a state, or don't see initiative coming from a state, it may not be due
to lack of interest. Maybe it is just a situation where a number of other priorities
are coming first, and the state-level person is forced to work on thos and can

Excerpts from a speech delivered at the Outreach Directors' Conference. Restot
Member 1980.



only "chip away" at requests such:as yours in the area of early childhood. Most

state people recognize that there is a need for the Office of Special Education

(OSE) projects and that these programs need state-level support. SEAN need OSE

projects because of the expertise they can provide to a state; HCEEP projects can
help SEAs get other programs started and increase their effectiveness. But
projects also need SEAs to help pave their way in a state. Because SEA staffknow
the local people and some of the problems they are facing, they can facilitate
your efforts in many situations.

In preparation for this talk, I contacted about live or six of my counterparts in
other states, and asked. "If you had to give some advice to this group of people,
what kinds of things would you recommend doing before going in to a state?
What kinds of things would you never do?" And I found that there weren't as
many "never dos" as I expected, because the people I talked with have had very

good experiences with a number of you on many occasions. But there were
some things these people felt ought to be emphasized.

Communication is most important. For example, when an outreach project
comes into a state to work with a training/replication site, outreach staff should
inform the state people that they will he working with the group. ( Most of the

comments made in this part of my talk have to do with training/replication.)
This may seem to he a simple procedure, but it is very helpful for SEAs to know
where a project is going to be, when a project is going to he there, if a project is

developing a replication Site, or if a project is providing some technical
assistance for a program that is already in existence. Has the project found new
children? Are increased numbers of children being served?

Sending background information about your outreach project to the SEA is a
good way to initiate this type of communication. Informing the state person
about your project philosophy might help you from the onset avoid some of the
misunderstandings that can occur. For instance, an outreach project may
support non-categorical kinds of instruction or placement forchildren, but be in

a state that is very categorically organized (and many SEAs are ). Local people

sometimes do not realize that they have a responsibility to insure compliance
with state regulations. They feel that an "expert" is coming who will tell them

how to do, something, and they don't realize that the pragram model has to be
consistent with their state's plan and with their state's regulations. This is where
outreach project staff can help local staff a great deal and where the SEA person
can help out, if he or she knows about your program's philosophy and goals.

Another thing that state-level people usually are very interested in is project
procedures for child identification, assessment and placement, because these
types of procedures are not always spelled out in detail. Do your child-find
procedures fit in with those of the state? Are your assessment procedures the
same and if not arc the, ocal people aware of the discrepancies? For instance, if

your project does not use a multi-disciplinary approach 40 evaluation, a locality
needs to know that, because in many states this is a required procedure.

Many people like to think they are experts on P.L. 94-142. But it is important to
be familiar with a particular state's regulations, too. By giving the state person the
option of looking at what your project is doing, you will be able to identify

9
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conflicts and make the necessary modifications to he in line with state
regulations. The importan0 thing-to semember is that localities do have to
comply with state as well as federal regulations. The state interprets and
developsthe state plan, which is Pased on federal regulations. So it is crucial that
the localities understand and knoW when there is a variance between state and
federal law.
- Other regulations Toay vary from state to state, such as certification of
personnel ,Maybe your outreach program uses non certified personnel, and that
may be perfectly' appropriate for your program. But you may be entering a state
where this procedure is not allowed. Then you flaw to deal with this issue with
the loCality, and perhaps even with the SEA person. It might he possible. in such
an instance, to work something out 'on an experimental basis. These are the
kinds of necessary communications my counterparts in other states have
mentioned to me. Another example is caseload. Some states establish caseloads;
some don't Maybe your outreach project is able to handle a teacher-pupil ratio
of, say, 1 to 20. Hut here in Virginia, for example, an official caseload is
established at 1 to 12. If a locality in Virginia were to start using a I to 20 ratio
they would soon find themselves in conflict with state regulations.

It is also important to maintain your communication links with state -level
people when, you enter your replication phase, One of my colleagues in a state
department of education was told me about a situation in which one of the
HCEEP outreach projects was working with one of the state's school divisions.
The school division complained that the outreach project did not understand
local and state rules and regulations. The school division, however, had
misinterpreted the state's regulations. Consequently, the state-level person
acted as a mediator, bringing the two groups together to work out their
differences,

It is also helpful for state-level persons to know in what ways projects are
successful. If the state person knows that good things are happening at a site, he
or she can pass that information along to other groups. In fact, state-level staff are
more and more becoming coordinators' of technical assistance rather than
providers. And if the SEA person can see that a project is working somewhere
and knows that another community has "x" needs, then the SEA person can
contact that project and say, "Hey, here is another community that has some very
similar needs to the one you are working with and could hen & from the neat
things that you're doing. Do you think that there is any Chank e that you could
hook up with this community ?"

It was also suggested to me that it is important for outreach projects to be
willing to accept the notion of local agency adaptation of a project. Sometimes a
group can't buy your project package in Info. Therefore. you and your staff must
decide how much of the program can he modified and still retain its integrity. If
you listen with a careful ear to decide if there is any way to modify your activities
so that the best interests of the locality are met, your project may he more
successful.

I have just a few words about consortia: "Take the initiative!" State-level
people spend a significant amount of time at their meetings discussing how state
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people can develop consortia, how they can he useful, what they can do. But,
speaking from a personal basis now, we would not have progressed as tar as we
have here in Virginia without the initiative of the projects. who said, "We want to
do something together." Again, this relates hack to my earlier comments about
shifting roles and priorities at the state level. State people. because of the
numbers of kessures and the priorities with winch they must deal, can't always
take the initiative, even when they think something is a super idea. Ifprojects can
get together with other people in a state, come up with an idea, bring it to the
attention of the SEA, and request SEA involvement and ,participation
(particularly in the beginning stage at some kind of planning level ), the group
will have more impdct and he more successful in gaining SEA support and
assistance. I don't know how many of you arc still not involved in consortia: I
won't spend too much time on this topic because I'm assuming most of you are
involved in such efforts, But, if you arc not, think about taking the initiative. The
consortium has made a world of difference in Virginia. If I did not have the
opportunity to meet with this group as often as I do, I would not he as aware of
what they ate doing and wouldn't be able to tap into their resources. As an SEA
person, I am always calling on people saying. "Hey, please help us out with a
conference. We've got something coming up on infants: we really want your
expertise." Consortia can be a tremendous source of communication.

In sum, while each state is a little hit different. SEAN have a lot, more things in
common than might be evident at first glance. SEA roles and functions are often
similar across/ states, although particular geography and other site-specific
factors may vary. Outreach projects that coordinate their efforts with SEAS will

he most effective in meeting the needs of handicapped children and families. I

encourage each of you to contact SEAs in the states in which you work.



Synthesis of In ormatiim
on Coor nation
svith State Edam& on Agencies
Christine Bartlett (Maine SIG)
Linda Espinosa (Washington SIG)
Brian McNulty (Colorado SEA)
Nancy Obley (California SEA)
and Veronica Pa'ver (Ohio SIG),

Ic is Critically important for outreach projects to coordinati their efforts with
State Education Agencies ( SEAs ) to fully realize their goal of stimulating
incredsed high quality setviees to preschool handicapped children and their
families. By working together, outreach projects and the State Education
Agencies can eliminate unnecessary duplication and strengthen their efforts to
achieve desired ends. While only one category of outreach activities is labeled
-state involvement.- all outreach activities should be coordinated with State
Education Agencies in some meaningful way.

The following material is presented in two parts. First, principles for
coordination are stated. These principles are the basis upon which the second
part, generlil procedures, has been developed. Also, while the focus is on State
Education Agencies, the same principles and general procedures might he used
with other state-level agencies.

Principles
Outreach projects should keep several key principles in mind as they atzi-mpt
coordination with SEAS. First, the outreach projects are the sellers and the
SEAs are the purchasers. It is a purchasers' market and not every purchaser
wishes to buy what each outreach project has to sell. It is important for an
outreach project to take the initiative in developinglines of coordination With
SEAs and to share information in a format meaningful to them. One result of this
principle may he that outreach projects develop -matches" with some SEAs and
not with others. Outreach projects must coordinate with the SEA in their state.
but not every outreach project needs to be active in every state.

Second, while there are a number of commonalities among SEAs, each
SEA is unique and complex. Each SEA has been developed to meet state needs
and in response to state administrative structures. SEAs have differing

This nthesis of the information presided by the authors was developed by William W. Swan.
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organizational structures and lines of authority and place different emphases on
early childhood education tor the handicapped. Consequently. an outreach
project must %vork with an SEA on an individual basis to determine the most
cffectivc ways in which to proceed in a particular state.

Third, most SEA persons assigned to preschool or early childhood
education have a variety of responsibilities in addition to the preschool
assignment. The SEA pers,,,a-s primary role may not he in early
childhood/special education, but may instead relate to all federal programs.
Each SEA person has very limited time, as does each outreach project person,
thus, outreach project aims must he as effective and efficient as possible_ For
instance, phone and letter communication should he precise and to the point
rather than generally descriptive.

Fourth, outreach projects coordinate with their own SEA in different
ways than they may coordinate with SEAs in other states. This
coordination ranges from the need to Vary awareness strategies to the provision
of direct outreach assistance for replication.

Fifth, SEAS can facilitate contacts between outeach prefects and Local
Education ,Agencies (-LEAs), acting as "turnkeys," to strengthen the
effeak feness.of the outreach project and the LEA in meeting the Yie&ds of
trlldrptt and thole jfatritpc.
Sixth, both SEAs and outreach projects want to coordinate with each

other. Both SEAN and outreach projects arc interested in providing high quality

services to groups of preschool handicapped children. And both SEAs and
outreach projects want to cooperate to achieve thiswal. Effective coordination
of SEA and outreach project efforts requires eommtlftication and sharing_ One
way to initiate coordination can he to set up a mce4g to discuss goals and
objectives between an outreach project and an SEA tco determine the
commonalities of heath erffirts.

General Procedures
Based on these principles. there are several sets of generic procedures which

can he used to initiate and maintain coordination with the SEM.
First, it is critical to Identify the appropriate contact person in the SEA.

This might he the SIG Coordinator, the Coordinator of the Preschool Incentive
Grant, the Early Childhood Consultant, the Title IV -I) Coordinator, or sonic
similar person. Not all SEAs have a particular position for early childhood/special
education. flovvevcr. almost all SEA.s have designated some person ah the
Preschool Incentivc'Grant Coordinator, as indicated in Appendix 13. Often the

contact person will he the SIG Coordinator.
Second, subsequent to identifying the contact person, send a one-page

letter to that person indicating your Intent to call and discuss how your
outreach efforts relate to the SEA's efforts. The letter should be brief and to

the point and a . project might append additional materials 'as appropriate.
low ever, the pu4losc of this letter is to indicate the intent to make a personal

contact by phone.
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Third, call the SEA contact person. The following information should he

shared during this call:
Identify yourself and vour project and briefly review the major goals olyour

outreach efforts. Provide a clear statement Of what you have to offer to the SEA
and what you are requesting from the SEA. Provide information on the previous
working relationships you have had with staff of other State Implementation
Grants. SEAS and other state-level agencies/persims in education, ( for example.
state facilitiators in the National Diffusion Network ). listen to what the SEA
contact portion says about SEA goals and objectives. The purpose of the call is to
begin to build a working relationship. This can only be accomplished if both
panics are interested in coordination.

S`ext, if there is enough time in one call, try to determine how your
outreach project can tit into SEA efforts in terms of meeting the requi rements of
date regulations and procedures, funding patterns. certification, other state or
local requirements. RI_ 94-14 2. the Preschool Incentive Grants, the State
Implementation Grant. This step may require more time and review of materials
than is possible by phone and completion of the step will vary depending on the
complexity of the goals and objectives of both the outreach project and the SEA
ellOrts. It max' therefore require some exchange of information and subsequent
phone calls. In terns of this initial contact step, the iintreah project
representative and the SEA contact person should determine if it is reasonable to
work together to develop a plan of action, if it is reasonable to continue the
contact, and if so. how that contact should he maintained.

Fourth, follow-up the phone call either by providing information to
the state as discussed by phone and/or by writing a letter stating your
interpretation of the results of the conversation, It is important to clarify
the expectations on both sides at this point before proceeding further. A letter
containing the information suggested above can serve aria means to continue the
coordination. If another phone call is needed to review information, it should be
made at this poiricand then followed by another letter.

Fifth, plan to meet with the SEA contact person at the SEA offices to
begin to coordinate efforts with the SEA. This meeting might involve others
from the SEA and representatives of other agencies/projects invited by the SEA. If
the coordination effort focuses on all the outreach projects in a given state, it
might he appropriate to have all outreach projects meet simultaneously to plan
cooperatively and avoid unnecessary duplication of activities. At this time, the
actions of the outreach project and the SEA might he reviewed ,to determine if
there is mutual agreement on what has been expressed by phone and letter prior
to the implementation of major activities- is at this point as well that the SEA
can provide valuable information concerning which LEAs might appropriately
use components of given models to s'erve preschool handicapped children and
their families. This type of guidance can save an outreach project innumerable
hours of trying to identify the most appropriate replication sites for models.

Sixth, as the coordination efforts are implemented, you should
norintain periodic contact with the SEA representative. Particular
mceesses or problems should he shared as quickly as possible to highlight
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ffectiveness or resolve difficulties as early as possible. For example, it might he
appropriate for an outreach project to arrange to contact an SEA once each
month by phone ( more often it significant successes or problems emerge ) and
provide a periodic one-page written synopsis of outreach project activities in the
state. Further, an outreach project might notify the SEA contact whenever a
major activity is scheduled in order to provide an opportunity for SEA
participation and to keep the SM contact person aware ot efforts an the field.

Finally, develop a plan for evaluating the effectiveness of the
coordination effort, the plan may consist of -a meeting at the end of the war
to discuss strengths ivid weaknesses or it maybe more sophisticated and include
the review of child progress data at replication sites. I lowever, planning for some
evaluation will provide an opportunity tor the outreach project and the SEA
contact person to assess their efforts and determine if they %vish to continue the
next scar, assuming that finding is :minable.

Conclusion
These principles and general procedures shquld he considered as a means to
guide outreach project efforts in Coordinating with SEAs. llie above discussion is
not intended as an exhaustive analysis of the topic of coordination with SEAs but
rathc:r a synthesis of those activities which seem to have been effective with
some SEAs in the past kw years. Any coordination effort between an outreach
project and an SEA will require significant sharing and planning on both sides.
Each outreach project is as unique as each SEA. But, by coordinating efforts, both
groups can maximize their potential for providing the highest quality of services
to preschool handicapped children and their families.



Coordinator Strategiesr
Linda Espinosa
Early Cl ildboot
Washington State

As a member ctf a State Education Agency responsible l kr the supervision of
early childhood education programs, I would like to ofter the following
strategies kir increasing/improving coordination between SEA and I ICEEP
outreach projects. One obvious activity tor new outreach ( or demonstration )
projects is to establish tbrmal communication with the appropriate state agency
personnel. This can be accomplished in a variety of vins: phone calls, letters,
and/or regularly scheilidei I nwetings It is importam 141 establish name and face
familiarity with the state education staff beyond just requesting a letter of
support in the grant application_ The outreach projects represent a pool of talent
and expertise that is a valuable resource within each state. 13v becoming familiar
with you and knowledgeable about the activities of your project, the SEA will he
able to include your contributions when formulating early childhood policies
and procedures. Your participation on special education advisory councils, early
childhood. task forces and/or other early childhood consortia will further
guarantee that your experience and expertise will he utilized by the SM. In
order to participate in these activities, it is important that you he put on the
appropriate mailing lists and that the communication be frequent and ongoing.

Knowledge of State Rules and Regulations
Each SEA has a written administrative code which governs the special education
programs within each state. It is extremely important for you and your staff to he
knowledgeable about the contents of those regulations_ state has differing
eligibility criteria, preschool program standards. certification requirements and
fiscal constraints. In order for any federally funded project to work effectively
with public school programs, they must be familiar with the regulations and
requirements under which the school districts operate. In this way, you can
avoid making programmatic recommendations that may he inappropriate or
even illegal in a given state.

Use of Existing State/Feder ll Resources
It should he helpful to investigate the kinds of state and Wend support available

each State for your project activities. It is highly likely that you maybe able
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rdinate Wilding tor n training, dissemination r 1 r areach

activities. 1-or instance, in the stat( A Washington we set aside a portion ol our

Preschool Incentive Gram to fund .11)1W-approvcd early cILldhood .spccial

education projects. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic nu)del that represents the

flow activities that #e shared jointly to) implement the NI" SEA
coordination. While this schematic fi)cuses (in the NI", it can he generalized to

(Oct statc-lcvel agencies.



FIGURE 1
Washington Model for Coord" ation BeNtreen SEAS and NDN
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Revised Indicators
of Impact

One of the major purposes of the 1977 Outreach Project Directors'
Conference was to develop a sample set of indicators of impact in cach`Of the six
outreach activity amp. This task, a joint professional effort, was accomplished by
outreach project directors and ()SE staff. One of the major purposes of the 1980
OutreaCh Project Directors' Conference was to bring directors and OSE staff
together again to review and revise these impact indicators. In this section, the
principles upon which these refinements were made are explained and the
results of this more recent joint effort arc presented.
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c six scts (il indicators developed during the 19-- Outreach ProjectT h
Do-cc:tors' Conference' were designed with an emphasis on summative
evaluation ( products and results ) for three reasons: ( I ) a need for a consistent
framework %vithin which to aggregate data across outreach projects: ( the
occil to complement a variety of qualitative information on outreach efforts: and

the need to .provide more detailed evidence of the progress made in
achieving the goals of outreach.

Refinement of the indicati irs could only occur tatter the initial set was u'(1,1 in
the field for a sufficient time by outreach projects. Two years was considered a
reasonable time period for field testing and the 1980 Outreach Project
Directors' Conference agenda included both a review of the 19-" indicators as

d %vit h I o-9-8o annual report data and the refinement of these indicators for
use in 1981)-81. Refinements and revisions are based on individual project
critiques, small group analyses and discussions, and a resultant synthesis of this
nl irmution.

Principles Upon Which
Refinements Were Based
rive principles WM: used to assist outreach project direct() and E staff in
completing these refinements in a systematic and effective manner.

First, indicators of impact areas should be dearly and concisely
defined. Without such clarity, reliable and valid data can not be obtained from
individual projects and data can not he as regated across projects.

Second, the smallest number of Indicators possible should be used for
each outreach activity to minimize the effort to. collect and display the
data.

Third, the indicators should focus on quantity. Most outreach project
models and components have a variety of goal itative (lata outputs: but collecting
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qualitative data requires Significant judgment and interpretation hich often
reduces the reliability and validity Of (lie information. Qualitative data should he
rep irted project-lw-project rather than tic ross projects, and should he contained
Ill projects' progress reports. Such qualitative data fur a project Would include
assessments of model fidelity and interpretations ()I' child progress data.

Fourth, impact indicators should focus On sumtnative impacts rather
than process results, because the emphasis is on documenting project
efforts in achieving outreach goalsnot on the means of achieving
these goals, The particular combination of-outreach activities used lw a project
is unique and depends on Ow particular outreach model, target audiences,
model components, skills of staff and similar variables.

Fifth, each indicator should be mutually exclusive frcrru the others
(data should be used only once) and the set should be as exhaustive as
possible ( as much should be measured as possible). While there will alwar;
he unanticipated results and spinolls, the indicators must focus on the
commonalities across projects and not project uniqueness.

Refined Indicators of Impact
Each set of impact indicators was reviewed and definitions discussed by
outreach project directors and OSE staff in small gr( nips during the I981)
conference. Directors shared the r ("XpCrit:11CCS in using the impact indicators to
gather 19-9-80 data and I 9S0-8 I data wignilit atnl (fifth-1110es in using many of
the indicators were rep irted. and these indicators have been omitted from the
present set.

Awareness. Figure I contains the revised indicators for the area of
awareness. 11w purpose of awareness activities is to provide intiirmation to
other to increase awareness of the needs of and programs for handicapped
preschoolers and their families. The original four indicators were reduced to
two and these two were refined. `file indicators are self-explanatory.

Product development and distribution. figure 2 contains the rev iced
indicators for this outreach activity area. liw purpose of product
development distribution is Et) develop new- products and or field test and
revise existing pniducts model infOrmation and to distribute such products and
information to others. liiC sample activities were maintained. Only one of the
original four indicators remains. however; the other three %%ere eliminated
because of v agnenessit t definition and extreme difficulty in data collection.
flew indicators have txn added. focusing on print and audio isual materials.
Indicators fur this activity area exclude data on awareness acti% miles such as one-
page flyers and hrt,kitires and data on site stimulation or training activities
( consistent with the principle of mutual 'exCILISiVity).

Stimulating sites. figure 3 domains the refinements for the area of
stimulating sites. '11w purpose of stinnilating sites is to assist other agencies in
providing high quality services to pre,school handicapped children and their
families by using at least the services to children /services to families
components of the demonstration site. By definition, a replication site is a fiscal
agent using the minimum model components. In terms of sample activities. it is
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important to note that only training activities of an in-depth nature ( more than
three training events, lasting a total of six or more days ) may be included here.
Mese criteria w ere determined b estimating the minimum time necessary to
utilize the scmices to children Scrvicus to parents components at a minimum
level of fidelity.

Only two of the five original indicators of impact remain. first indicator
f(x-uses on reporting data about demonstration continuation activities at the
[WEEP demonstration site. These data do indicate impact and the necessan. data
can be gathered from tables that are part of outreach projects' standard progress
reporting hirm. `111e second indicator is composed of nine descriptors for sites
utilizing the minimal model components. Figure 3A provides a kirmat for
summarizing these descriptors by replication site These impact indicators are
the most critical of all because they can provide the most direct and objective
data in terms of number of sites, amount( s ) and source( s ) of funding. number of
children served, and whether the services are new or previously provided. Each
of these information areas can be verified as an integral part of on-site assistance
provided by the outreach project.

Training. Figure r summarizes the refined indicators for the area of training.
"Me purpose of training activities is to tea( bothers to master the competencies
necessary to use selected model components. 'Ibis area does mil include
training others in competencies needed to use the services to children 'services
to parents components for replication sites. these data are included in
-stimulating .ites" area previously described. Training as defined for this
category consists of three or fewer contacts. for less than six days in duration.
covering model components other than those necessary to replicate the model
( see site stimulation ). 'Tile number of indicators has been reduced from the
original five to three.

State involvement and cooruination. Figure 5 presents the refinements of
the indicators of impact fin- this area The purpose of state involvement and
coordination is to provide assistance to State Departments of Education and
other appropriate state agencies to support state effbrts in early childhood
education for the handicapped. Major refinements have been made in the ten
indicators for this area of outreach activity. "[be original ten indicators have been
reduced to !bur and these four have been significantly revised. In particular- two
of the indicators now include the term ''recognized -assistance" to clarify
relationships with the State Departnient of Education or other state agencies.
The specification of indicators in this area remains difficult because the activity
itself, is complex. often combining the roles of advocacy and support. flopefully.
the revisions in the indicators %vill provide fin- more consistent documentation
of the impact of these varied activities.

Other specific consultation. Figure 6 provides a summary of the refinement
of tne indicators of impact for miler consultative activities not included in the
previous five activity areas. This is by definition a 'catch .all" categoiT so it is
necessarily vague. While the original attempt was to specify a variety of impact
indicators. the more reasonable approach is to reduce the number of indicators
to emphasize those that are most generic. The original ten indicators have been
reduced to three.
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Summary
origind i i indi ors h r the. six Lark-Jell activiticti have been reduced tt

17 many of %%filch are significant ly more precise than in their original ((inn. fiach

category has horn defined %Oh more precision. and divisions anik ,ng the

categories have been claritigrd by providing rules for recording data. Principles of

mutual eNclusivity and exhaustiveness have heel) followed. and the indicators dl)

provide a means of obtaining a set of summative measures which can be
aggregated across projects. The major sum mat lye indicator of impactis of course
increased high quality services to preschool handicapped children and their
families. and most of t lc outreach act ivitiesdo include an indicator that focuses

on this impact.
These indicators are based on the commo'n mong outreach projects.

Ntany outreach projects may have impacts which arc not included in this set. 13tit

all the impacts of a particular protect should he iiiicumented in the annual
progress report Nvh ich provides a comprehensive statement of all project
activities. ( unique project data can also include qualitative indicators of

impact. ) It is important to recognize the broader perspective of the relined

impact indicators. They arc not designed to report the results of each outreach

project pt,T se and they are mit designed to represent required output. They (1)1'

designed to he used to aggregate data within and across projects. thereby
hriiyiditlg a summative statement of the impact of projects in the six areas of
owl-cat-1i activities. Selected combinations of these iadicators may be utied to

meet the informational needs of various target audiences.



FIGURE 1
Awareness: To provide information -Ahem ter increase awaren
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FIGURE 2
Product development/distribution: To develop new products' and%or field test
and revise existing products/model component information and to distribute
such products to others
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MI RE 3
stimulating sites: To a_ssist other agent ics provide high quality services to
preschool handicapped children and their families by use of at least the services
to children /services to families components of the demonstration model (a
replication site Ls a fiscal agent using the model components)

pie Revised Indicators of Impact
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FIGURE -t
Training: To teach others competencies to use selected model components
(does not include competencies in services to children/services to parents
components for replication sites)
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FIGURE 3A

Description of Demonstration Continuation and _Repliution/Model Utilization Sites
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FIGURE 5
State involvement/coordination: To provide assistance to the State
Depanment(s) of Education and other appropriate state agencies to support
state efforts in early education for the handicapped
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FIGURE 6
Other specific consultation: To provide assistance/consultation (not included
in other five categories)
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Appendix B
State Directors of Special Education,
Preschool Incentive Grant Directors
and HCEEP State Implementation
Grant Directors, 1979-80
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